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NEWS

Korea’s Spring Festivals Welcome
Record Submissions
Growth of Specialized Film Events

Spring is here, which means festival season
has kicked off in earnest all around the world,

Film Festival (BISFF), which this year staged
its 33rd edition over April 22nd to 26th.

fantasy) and ‘The 40,000 Blows’ (action/
thriller).

and Korea’s no different as the season plays
host to a number of film events. Foremost

Following the Oberhausen Manifesto Special
in 2014 which explored the meaning of short

Also recording a record amount of
submissions this year was the Green Film

among them is the Jeonju International Film
Festival, which this year staged its 17th edition
over April 28th to May 7th, but let’s not

films, and the Documentary Genre Special in
2015, this year’s edition put on an Animation
Special, which included 15 animations from

Festival in Seoul (GFFIS). The 13th edition
welcomed 321 feature film and 1,020 short
film entrants from 111 countries around

forget all the smaller, more specialized events
that have quietly been growing and gaining
prominence on the annual calendar. Most of
the following experienced a record amount of

10 countries.
Meanwhile, the Mise-en-scene Short Film
Festival (MSFF) received a record 1,037
submissions to its Genre Imagination

the world. The festival opened on May
6th with a screening of Michael Moore’s

submissions this year.
The Seoul International Women’s Film Festival
(SIWFF) will enter its 18th year in June, when

competition sections by the time that its
application period came to an end on March
21st. This beat the 926 entry benchmark set

it unspools from the 2nd to the 6th. 419 films
from all over the globe, from countries such
as China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Israel, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,
Sweden, Taiwan, Vietnam and South Korea,

by its 11th edition in 2012. MSFF will stage
its 15th edition over June 23rd to 27th this
summer. The festival’s competitive genre
lineup has added one more category this year,
a ‘Sixth Sense’ program which will focus

were submitted to its signature Asian Short
Film & Video Competition. 19 films were
selected by the preliminary jury and will vie
for four SIWFF Awards.
Even older is the Busan International Short

on films that don’t fall into the existing five
categories, which are: ‘A City of Sadness’ (films
with a social viewpoint), ‘A Short Film about
Love’ (melodrama), ‘The King of Comedy’
(comedy), ‘The Extreme Nightmare’ (horror/
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latest documentary Where to Invade
Next . The competition section is divided
into the International Environment Film
Competition and the Domestic Environment
Film Competition, both consisting of films
produced during the last two years.
Happening a little later on the calendar will be
the 12th edition of the Jecheon International
Music & Film Festival (JIMFF), the fourth
largest event in Korea, following Jeonju,
Bucheon and Busan. The festival, which will
get underway August 11th and finish on
the 16th, also welcomed a record number of
submissions this year, with 1,360 entrants.
by Pierce Conran

CJ CGV Expands
Stake in Indonesian
Exhibition Market

CJ CGV's theater

Silver Ravens for
SEOUL STATION,
THE PHONE in Brussels

Seoul Station

CJ CGV, the exhibition arm of CJ E&M, has

The Brussels International Fantastic Film

boosted its market share in the Indonesian
theatrical screening sector. With an

Festival (BIFFF) brought its 2016 edition to
a close on April 10th, during which a pair of

investment of USD 30.1 million in Graha
Layar Prima, which runs the CGV-Blitz
multiplex chain, CJ CGV has seen their stake

Korean films, YEON Sang-ho’s Seoul Station
and KIM Bong-joo’s The Phone , went home
with the event’s second place prize, the Silver

rise from 14.75% to 40.25%.
The Korean exhibition giant’s move into
the Indonesian exhibition sector marks the

Raven.
Seoul Station , which had its world premiere
at BIFFF, is the third feature animation from
director YEON, whose previous films The
King of Pigs (2011) and The Fake (2013)
bowed at the Busan and Toronto International
Film Festivals, respectively, and went on to
screen to great acclaim around the world,
earning scores of awards in the process.
Seoul Station focuses on the beginning of a
zombie epidemic that breaks out around the
main train station of Korea’s capital. The film
will be followed by YEON’s live-action debut
Train to Busan , which will see the disease
spread to a high-speed train traveling south.
Train to Busan will have its world premiere
as a Midnight Screenings at the Cannes Film
Festival.
The Phone , which stars Hide and Seek
(2013) lead SON Hyun-ju, is the directing
debut of KIM Bong-joo, who in the past has
been an assistant director on films such as The
Divine Weapon (2008), Running Turtle
(2009), The Yellow Sea (2010) and Over My
Dead Body (2012). The Phone found 1.59
million viewers (USD 10.69 million) following
its domestic release last October.

first such investment for a foreign outfit.
In February of this year, bans on nonIndonesian companies into certain local
sectors such as exhibition, distribution and
production, were lifted. The announcement
was made by Indonesian president Joko
WIDODO and will need to be made
official through the judiciary branch of the
government. CJ has already been in business
with Blitz for a number of years, offering
technical, management and loan support.
The company acquired its initial stake in
Blitz in 2014.
CJ CGV, which is the fifth largest exhibitor in
the world, has been aggressively expanding
in a number of markets. It recently acquired
Turkey’s largest cinema chain Mars in a
deal worth USD 688 million and is already
the largest exhibitor in South Korea and
Vietnam. Other nations which it operates
theaters in include China, Hong Kong and
the United States. CJ CGV now operates 130
multiplexes at home and an additional 111
abroad.

DONGJU: THE PORTRAIT
OF A POET Puts Pen to
Paper for US Release

DONGJU: The Portrait of a Poet

On the heels of its successful release in Korea,

LEE Joon-ik’s DONGJU: The Portrait of a
Poet opened on April 1st in five locations in the
United States. Cities with DONGJU showtimes
include Los Angeles, Chicago, Washington D.C.,
Atlanta and Dallas.
Based on the life of poet YOON Dong-ju, who
wrote during the Japanese colonization of
Korea (1910-45), and his cousin SONG Mongkyu, an independence fighter, DONGJU has
attracted a sturdy 1.16 million viewers (USD 7.6
million) in Korea, despite only opening with
a limited release. The film was played in select
locations with English subtitles, a rarity for an
independent local release in Korea.
The film, which was shot in black and white,
is the first low-budget project of blockbuster
filmmaker LEE Joon-ik, whose hits include the
period dramas King and the Clown (2005)
and last year’s The Throne . The film was
produced for around KRW 500 million (USD
433,000).
Featuring as the young poet is rising star KANG
Ha-neul, who also appeared in youth comedy
Twenty and music biopic C’est Si bon in 2015,
while actor PARK Jung-min, following roles in
Tinker Ticker (2014) and Office (2015), took
on the role of his freedom fighter cousin.
The film was written and produced by noted
indie filmmaker SHIN Yeon-shick, whose
credits include The Russian Novel (2013),
Rough Play (2013) and Jeonju Cinema Project
The Avian Kind (2015).
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KOFIC NEWS

Regulation Changes on
“2016 KOFIC Location Incentive”
Regulations have changed for the 2016 KOFIC

80% of the net production cost is foreign capital.

Location Incentive, a Korean Film Council
(KOFIC) project to fund foreign films and videos.

They also need to be approved by KOFIC’s Review
Committee, based on the possible contribution to

Reflecting these changes, foreign films that shoot

the Korean film industry and tourism, and also on

in Korea may have as much as 25% of production

the participation portion of foreign producers.

costs spent in Korea reimbursed in cash. The total
budget for foreign films has gone up to KRW 2.42

Once selected, 25% of the production cost can
be reimbursed when shot for more than 10 days

billion (approx. USD 2.4 million), 2.5 times more

in Korea and when more than KRW 2 billion is

than last year, to provide opportunities to many

spent. When shot for more than 3 days in Korea

more producers.
Here are the changed regulations: the funding

and when KRW 100 million to 2 billion (approx.
USD 100,000 to 2 million) is spent, 20% of the

limit is up to KRW 2 billion (approx. USD 2
million) per film. The Korean branch of the
foreign film or video producer and investing

production cost can be reimbursed.
So far, the films and videos funded by this
KOFIC Location Incentive project include

corporation are not eligible to apply, and the
performance fee for the lead actor may not be
more than 30% of the entire personnel expenses
put forword for reimbursement.
Eligible works for this program are feature films
longer than 70 mins, TV series and documentaries
made by foreign producers, where more than

The Avengers: Age of Ultron , a TV show
America’s Next Top Model and Sense8 , a
Netflix drama. For further details, you may visit
KOFIC’s homepage (http://www.koreanfilm.or.kr/
jsp/coProduction/locIncentive.jsp) or call 82-51720-4800.
by HA Jung-min

Two KAFA Shorts in Annecy Lineup
Two shorts from the Korean Academy of

The description for The Empty reads as
follows: “In the woman's room, memories
constantly accumulate and disappear like
dust. The man spends his time in this room

at the Annecy International Animation
Film Festival this year. Joining them will be

creating futile little games with woman's
memories.”
Following studies at Hongik University in
Seoul and the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Arts Décoratifs in Paris, JEONG debuted with

Film Arts (KAFA), KIM Hyo-mi’s White
Silence and KIM Ji-hyeon’s Throttled will
be competing in the Graduation films section

KIM Jin-a’s Report about Death , also a
university graduation short.
Two years after winning the Best Short Film
award at the event, JEONG Da-hee is set
to return to the French animation jubilee’s

competition section with her new short The
Empty.
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The Hours of Tree in 2012 and later gained
wide acclaim for Man on the Chair, which
screened in the Directors’ Fortnight section
of the Cannes Film Festival in 2014 before

The Empty

winning its award in Annecy.
This year’s Annecy festival will take place

over June 13th to 18th. Aside from Man on
the Chair , Korean features such as SUNG
Baek-yeop’s Oseam (2003) and LEE Sunggang’s My Beautiful Girl, Mari (2002) have
also earned Best Film awards at the event.
by Pierce Conran

KOFIC supports
Korean Companies at
Hong Kong Filmart

KAFA FILM
COLLECTION 2016 ‘Do
Your Own Thing!’
KAFA (Korean Academy of Film Arts) is not a new brand
name to the Korean film lovers worldwide. KAFA is
home to Korean cinema today, training the most active
producers, cinematographers and scriptwriters, besides
big names like BONG Joon-ho, CHOI Dong-hoon and
HUR Jin-ho. KoBiz Online Screening played KAFA,
graduate short films (live-action and animation) for the
first time last year in collaboration with KAFA, and this
year, feature-length films have also been added.
KAFA shorts have been warmly received at major

KOFIC Booth at Hong Kong Filmart

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) supported Korean companies at
Hong Kong Filmart. At the 2016 Hong Kong Filmart held at the Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre from March 14th through 17th,
KOFIC set up a Korean film promotion booth to help Korean film sales
and technology service companies enter the global market.
This year, the number of participating companies greatly increased from
last year’s 19. The number of domestic companies which participated in
the Korean film promotion booth was 27. Business meetings took place
on issues like Korean film exports and post production offers, with
international sales companies, VFX companies, 3D technology companies,
producers and film festival committees participating in Filmart. In
addition, six Korean distributors including CJ entertainment, Lotte
Entertainment and Showbox participated in Hong Kong Filmart on their
own.
Korean film sales companies introduced many domestic films in various

international short and animation film festivals this
year and last year, and 22 of these unique works are
being shown on KoBiz Online Screening. They mostly
deal with human nature in extreme circumstances and
different generational aspects in life, in the form of liveaction and animation. In terms of genres, they range
from crime, romance, fantasy and so on. In addition, full

length feature films are also introduced, including Girl
on the Edge by PARK Geun-buem and The Boys Who
Cried Wolf by KIM Jin-hwang, which were passionately
received at the Busan International Film Festival, and
Our Love Story by LEE Hyun-ju, a story of a lesbian
couple, which made it to the finalists of the 2016 Jeonju
International Film Festival.
The 2016 KAFA FILM COLLECTION is shown on the
KoBiz OS website (screening.koreanfilm.or.kr) for three
months starting from Mar 28th.
by PARK Shin-young

genres. Love, Lies of Lotte Entertainment has been pre-sold to Japan,
Taiwan and the Philippines. The companies that chose Love, Lies are
Klockwork of Japan that formerly imported and distributed Inside Men
(2015), Cold Eyes (2013), The Yellow Sea (2010) and The Chaser

(2008); KBro Media of Taiwan that has previously distributed KUNDO:
Age of the Rampant (2014) and Gangnam Blues (2015); and Viva
Communications of the Philippines that has distributed A Violent
Prosecutor (2016) and Assassination (2015).
As the Chinese film industry is growing fast and the market is
expanding, Korean film businessmen will be even more active in entering
the Chinese film market.

The Boys Who Cried Wolf

by HA Jung-min
www.koreanfilm.or.kr 7

BOX OFFICE

Box Office Report
Review of the
first quarter for the
year:

Triumphs for
Indie and Animation

The Korean box office has gotten off to
a slow start in 2016 as total admissions
reached just 49.48 million in the first
quarter, thereby failing to top 50 million
for this first time since 2012. In fact, this
marks the continuation of a consistent
downward trend now in its third year,
following the record high of 2013, when
55.47 million viewers purchased tickets
for films between January and March.
While far from disastrous, the figures
point to an industry that is potentially
reaching market saturation. It was also
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DONGJU: The Portrait of a Poet

a tricky quarter for the local industry,
as domestic films collectively sold 24.94
million tickets, enough for a wafer thin
majority (50.4%), but the lowest total
since 2011. What’s more, a good chunk
of that total came from unexpectedly
successful independent titles. The
scant advantage it now holds over
Hollywood fare (which reached 21.79
million viewers, or 44% of all sales) will
likely evaporate as the second quarter,
traditionally the weakest for Korean
films, progresses through spring and

early summer.
Aside from a few low-budget surprises,
the pattern at the box office remained
the same as in previous years, as major
end of year holdovers (The Himalayas,
Inside Men ) propped up the exhibition
market at the year’s outset until the
Lunar New Year holiday saw the
studios duke it out until one film pulled
ahead (Showbox’s A Violent Prosecuto r),
following which local releases tapered
off and some midsize Hollywood
tentpoles (Deadpool, Zootopia ) swept up

The Top 15 Korean Box Office 2016 (as of April 23)
Title

Release Dates

Country

Admissions

Feb. 3, 2016

Korea

9,706,352

1

A Violent Prosecutor

2

Zootopia

Feb. 17, 2016

USA

4,277,042

3

Kung Fu Panda 3

Jan. 28, 2016

USA

3,984,796

4

Spirits' Homecoming

Feb. 24, 2016

Korea

3,584,340

5

Deadpool

Feb. 17, 2016

USA

3,317,184

6

The Himalayas

Dec. 16, 2015

Korea

2,630,258

7

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice

Mar. 24, 2016

USA

2,246,908

8

The Revenant

Jan. 14, 2016

USA

2,007,180

9

Inside Men: The Original

Dec. 31, 2015

Korea

1,923,827

10

The Good Dinosaur

Jan. 7, 2016

USA

1,328,889

11

Sherlock

Jan. 2, 2016

UK

1,278,885

12

DONGJU: The Portrait of a Poet

Feb. 17, 2016

Korea

1,164,595

13

A Melody to Remember

Jan. 21, 2016

Korea

1,069,534

14

Insane

Apr. 7, 2016

Korea

955,044

15

Gods of Egypt

Mar. 3, 2016

USA

919,837

the off-season crowds.

A Violent Prosecutor Gridlocks the
Holiday
It’s normal to see one local release pull
far ahead of the competition during the
Lunar New Year holiday, just as Miracle
in Cell No. 7, Miss Granny and then
Detective K: Secret of the Lost Island did
during the last three years, but in 2016
one release scored in a big way while the
others stumbled badly. Usually, most of
the smaller titles can at least secure some
modest returns. Not so this time around
as Lotte Entertainment’s SORI: Voice
from the Heart and Next Entertainment
World’s A Melody to Remember were
unable to entice audiences.
Save for Kung Fu Panda 3, which is
discussed a little further below, that

left the path wide open for A Violent
Prosecutor , a title which Showbox
was so confident about they opened it
right as the holidays were beginning,
rather than the usual path that sees
titles build into the festivities. The film
kicked off its run by scoring the biggest
non-summer opening of all time (2.32
million viewers, fifth all time) and its
first week haul (5.45 million admissions)
was second only to Roaring Currents
(2014) in the record books.
Of course, featuring the pairing of redhot stars HWANG Jung-min and GANG
Dong-won as it did, there was little
doubt that it would perform strongly,
but even with high expectations, the
prison-legal thriller exploded in a way
few thought possible.
Currently in the midst of one of the most

A Violent Prosecutor

The Good Dinosaur

Kung Fu Panda 3

impressive box office runs ever seen in
Korea, HWANG’s streak includes Ode
to My Fathe r (2014), Veteran (2015)
and The Himalayas (2015). Meanwhile,
GANG was the driving force between
the unexpected popularity of exorcism
thriller The Priests (2015). Also playing
to the film’s favor was its thematic
resemblance to Veteran and Inside Men
(2015). All three films have featured
narratives that focus on characters
abusing positions of power within the
government, media and large local
corporations (known as ‘chaebol’ in
Korea), reflecting a major concern
among today’s citizens.

Big Quarter for Animation
While the overall numbers may not have
been to exhibitors’ liking, one consistent
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bright spot on the marquees was the
success of animated films throughout the
first few months of the year.
While there was no runaway success
like Frozen in late 2013/early 2014, the
year quickly made way for The Good
Dinosaur , the latest Pixar film, which
was directed by Korean-American
Peter SOHN. In early January, the film
steadily made its way to 1.3 million
viewers.
At the end of the month, another US
animated title from Jennifer YUH, a
director of Korean descent, was even
more successful. Joining the Lunar New
Year fray, which is usually reserved for
local titles, was Dreamworks’ Kung Fu
Panda 3 . Coming off a hugely popular
sequel, also directed by YUH, which
became the most successful animated
film of all time at the Korean box
office in 2011 until Frozen knocked
it off its peg two years ago, Kung Fu

Panda 3 couldn’t top its predecessor
but nevertheless scored a healthy 3.98
million admissions.
Then in mid-February, Disney struck
again with Zootopia , a film that had a
decent start and refused to go away. It
rose to first place in its third week and as
of this writing remains in second place
after eight weeks on release. Zootopia
brought in 3.3 million spectators in the
first quarter and is currently tracking to
finish well over four million.

Hollywood Outguns Local Industry
Save for the end of year holdovers and
select Lunar New Year releases, local
studios normally don't program their
major titles throughout the first few
months of the year, on the one hand to
avoid the smaller multiplex crowds and
the other not to go up against bigger
Hollywood titles.
2016 proved no exception as a lack of

Distributors’ Market Share
(Jan.-Mar. 2016)

Showbox
other distributors

25.9%

28.4%

WAW pictures
The Walt Disney
Company Korea

6.9%

16.3%
10.2%

12.3%

CJ entertainment

20th Century Fox Korea
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enticing local releases generally left the
chart open to American titles buttressed
by massive global marketing budgets.
Outside of the early year animated hits
already discussed, Hollywood quickly
offered something different for Korean
viewers with the Oscar-touted survival
drama The Revenant , and then, in midFebruary, Marvel Comics title Deadpool
went on a run that echoed the success
of last year’s Kingsman: The Secret
Service , another stylish and bawdily
humorous R-rated film that captured the
imagination of viewers.
Speaking of comic book films, the most
anticipated global title around the
world, Batman v Superman: Dawn of
Justice also drew a lot of curiosity in
Korea, which it managed to parlay into
a big opening weekend, but with mixed
reactions the film quickly fell from its
perch and as of mid-April is on track
to fall short of 2.5 million admissions.
Compared to the consistent success of
the Marvel Cinematic Universe titles,
the DC Comics Extended Universe is
off to a rocky start in Korea, despite the
popularity of Christopher Nolan’s Dark
Knight trilogy.

Surge of Colonial Era Indie films
The biggest Korean box office story in
early 2016 has undoubtedly been the
huge welcome granted to a pair of lowbudget independent titles set during
the Japanese Colonial Period (1910-45),
Spirits’ Homecoming and DONGJU: The
Portrait of a Poet .
Released the same week as Deadpool ,
DONGJU: The Portrait of a Poet comes
from the blockbuster director LEE
Joon-ik, who helmed former all time
champ King and the Clown (2005) and
more recently last Chuseok’s (Korean
Thanksgiving Day) period drama The

Spirits' Homecoming

Throne . Yet despite its big name director
and the presence of up-and-coming star
KANG Ha-neul, the film was initially
granted a limited amount of screens as
it lacked a major distributor.
However, despite the film being in
black and white and veering towards
the arthouse in its use of a verbose
screenplay, it was instantly the
benefactor of strong word of mouth,
which led to its screening count
jumping 33% in its sophomore week and
ultimately gave it a 1.16 million viewers
audience.
A week after DONGJU: The Portrait
of a Poet , a film from a much smaller
director and featuring no names in its
cast improbably swept the box office
when it soared over one million in five
days. The comfort women drama Spirits’
Homecoming , which was able to complete
production following a successful
crowdfunding campaign, became a
unique case of a small title benefitting
from a clever marketing campaign which
aligned the release with the recent
controversy surrounding the issue of
comfort women.
A word of mouth hit that opened an old
wound, the film drew enormous crowds
of sympathetic viewers. When all was

said and done, the film found itself
with 3.58 million spectators, far and
away the most successful fiction indie
Korean film of all time, and second only
to documentary My Love, Don’t Cross
that River (2014) along all low-budget
releases.
Meanwhile, the wave of Colonial Era
films is unlikely to abate any time soon
as studios and indie filmmakers alike
are lining up plenty more releases
throughout the year.
Lotte Entertainment released PARK
Heung-sik’s romantic drama Love, Lies
in mid-April, and will also present HUR
Jin-ho’s The Last Princess this summer,
which is also when CJ Entertainment
will bow PARK Chan-wook’s thriller The
Handmaiden and Warner Bros releases
KIM Jee-woon’s The Age of Shadows ,
their first local production in Korea.

Box Office Battles Ahead in Spring
and Summer
Hollywood looks to have the advantage
throughout the rest of spring and early
summer, while Korea will keep its big
guns lying in wait for the high summer
period that has proven to be the most
lucrative block on the Korean release
calendar.

A Melody to Remember

Following last year’s stellar performance
by The Avengers: Age of Ultron, Captain
America: Civil War should have no
trouble commanding the charts in late
April and early May. Other tentpoles
such as X-Men: Apocalypse may give
Hollywood an advantage, yet local
competition will also come in the form
of long-in-the-making sequel My New
Sassy Girl , stylish action-thriller
Phantom Detective and 20th Century
Fox’s wildcard The Wailing.
Looking further ahead, another big
battle is brewing for local cinemas
in late July and August. Dates have
not been confirmed, but among the
releases expected to bow in the window
are CJ Entertainment’s Korean
War film Operation Chromite , Next
Entertainment World’s zombie actionthriller Train to Busan and the
previously mentioned The Last Princess
and The Age of Shadows .
Hollywood’s Jason Bourne is also
scheduled for late July, but time will tell
if Universal will stick to that date, like
Mission Impossible: Rogue Nation did
last year, or push the film back a few
weeks, like Elysium , also starring Matt
Damon, did in 2013.
by Pierce Conran
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INTERVIEW

Director of
TIME RENEGADES
Melodrama Is My Life
Filmmaker KWAK Jae-yong’s 2001 film My Sassy Girl emerged as a totally new kind of romantic comedy.
The love story between a confident, straightforward young woman and an ordinary, timid young man
gained popularity not only in Korea, but all around Asia as well. KWAK Jae-yong, who made his directorial
debut with the conventional melodrama A Sketch of a Rainy Day in 1990, was able to open a new chapter
in his career with this film. After enjoying a streak of success with box office hits such as The Classic
(2003) and Windstruck (2004), he moved to the stages of China and Japan to direct local films there. Time
Renegades is his first Korean film in eight years. The film is a thriller but offers a deep melodramatic
sensibility that is uniquely KWAK Jae-yong’s.
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It’s been a long time for you to direct a Korean film since you
released My Mighty Princess in 2008. How do you feel?

Since it’s been quite a while, I really hope to be
welcomed. While I was working overseas, I missed
Korea so much. Some people envy the fact that I’ve
made films in foreign countries, but as time went by, I
even felt like I was living in exile. That was how much
I have yearned to make a film in Korea. I have really
envied directors who made films and became successful
in Korea.
How was it shooting in Korea after being away for eight years?

A lot has changed. In the past, the director had the
initiative to decide and command everything on set,
but the current system no longer depends primarily
on the director. Since the financing mostly comes from
major entertainment companies, filmmaking seems
like a process of making a standardized product. They
occasionally come to check on the filmed footage as if
they’re conducting quality tests. Of course the majority’s
opinion is important in a commercial film. But it
has become more difficult for directors to carry out
their intentions. There are also some positive aspects.
The shooting phase has become more efficient with
staff specialized in specific parts of production. crew
members often suggest good ideas from their expertise.
Overall, the film set has become more systematized.
I’m sure you must have received numerous offers to direct
films in Korea. Why did you choose Time Renegades as your
come-back project?

Most offers were projects similar to My Sassy Girl . If
they fell into a similar category as The Classic , I would
have accepted without a second thought, because those
type of films have strong melodramatic narratives. I
prefer films with strong stories. Furthermore I wanted
to do something different. So I chose to work on a
Chinese film, Yang Guifei (which later became Lady of
the Dynast ), although I had to pull out in the end. By
that time, I felt it was about time to return to Korea.
After working extensively in China and Japan, I came
across the script of Time Renegades . I liked the fact that
it combined thriller and melodramatic elements.
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This is your first thriller. Considering your track record, it
seems quite unusual for you to be attracted to this genre.

I’m an avid fan of Alfred Hitchcock’s films. In fact, my
films have been greatly influenced by his. Hitchcock’s
films are not like the dry, merciless thrillers of today.
They always have love stories between a man and
woman, and there are also beautiful women, as well as
suspense where some innocent person is being chased.
This film also has a man and a woman in love, and the
suspense element of them being chased after.

This deep melodramatic
sensibility is the key element that
makes Time Renegades stand
apart from other thriller films.

Time travel thrillers have been very popular in the Korean film
and TV scene.

This subject has stood out lately due to a few hits, but
films on time travel have been made in the past. The
most well-known one would be Back to the Future . I
think it’s become a separate genre due to the sudden
rush of time travel films. And that’s why I didn’t feel
any particular pressure about the subject matter. It was
more important for me to come up with the right story.
This film is more thriller-oriented than expected.

I put a lot of energy into the process of disclosing the
villain. I intentionally put in a subplot and a confusing
angle to make the ending more cathartic. I also
borrowed the concept from Leonardo da Vinci’s picture
The Last Supper and placed the villain in Judas’
position.
There are a number of chase and action scenes.

The actors and crew members really suffered as we
had to shoot during the dead of winter. We had to shoot
various takes despite extreme time constraints, so I had
to wield the camera myself to shoot things at times. The
scene in which So-eun (LIM Soo-jung) runs through
the mountains after she escaped the villa was shot with
Hitchcock’s North by Northwest in mind.
The parallel between two time frames in this film is

that. It was an intentional set up to show a distinction
between 1983 and 2015. If you think about 1983 and
2015, you don’t really feel the difference, so I wanted to
emphasize this by presenting it as a visual experience.

reminiscent of The Classic . How did you intend to express the
difference between the past and the present?

Although this film is oriented as a thriller, Time Renegades is

The policemen in the present day scenes are dressed
in dandy suits. However, police today don’t dress like

stamped with a deeply KWAK Jae-yong-style melodramatic
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sensibility.

‘Love’ exists in every relationship between the
characters. Chief KANG (JUNG Jin-young), Ji-hwan
(JO Jung-suk) and Gun-woo (LEE Jin-wook) are all
desperate to save the women whom they love. Because
the ending is very melodramatic, you may feel this a
bit more strongly. This deep melodramatic sensibility
is the key element that makes Time Renegades stand
apart from other thriller films.
You mentioned Time Renegades as your third debut work,

The film industry is always difficult regardless of
the country. When I first went to work in China,
I ran against a wall by approaching things in a
Korean way. I just had no clue about the Chinese film
industry. You have to shoot every day in China. And
because the land is so vast, you have to shoot in just
one location, or production budgets skyrocket. On the
other hand, the Japanese film industry has its own
unique character. I went through a lot of trial-anderror.

following conventional melodrama A Sketch of a Rainy Day
and romantic comedy My Sassy Girl . Why did you choose
Time Renegades which combines your specialty melodrama
with another genre as another turning point in your career?

I’ve experienced as many failures as successes.
Indeed, every time I’ve ventured into other genres,
the results have turned out negative. Twice I had to
cancel entire productions although we were already
shooting. One was an action film and the other
was Yang Guifei , which I mentioned earlier. Those
experiences made me want to believe I was meant
for melodrama. And I decided to add my own kind of
sensibility while working on different genres. In this
sense, I hope Time Renegades marks a turning point
for me.
Your films focus on actors’ performances as well as images.
You’re especially known for making your actresses look
beautiful in your films. Following the footsteps of Gianna
JUN and SON Ye-jin, what inspired you to cast LIM Soo-jung?

Although she goes in and out of two time frames,
Yoon-jeong and So-eun, the two characters that LIM
plays, don’t take up much screen time. However, she’s
at the center of the story. The actress playing these
roles of women loved by two men from different eras
had to be convincing. I wanted an actress who could
project a lovely aura and still carry her presence
effortlessly. She had to be someone who blended in
well with 1983 and 2015. The girlish look and grace
of LIM made her the perfect match.

You’re the only Korean filmmaker who can direct mainstream
films in Korea, China and Japan.

I’m keen on challenges. My first Japanese film,
Cyborg She , was a moderate success at the local box
office. But because it wasn’t a major hit, I didn’t get
any offers to direct Japanese films afterwards. I’m
sure that they felt there was no need to hire a foreign
filmmaker with a result like that. So, I gathered my
wits to knock on their doors once again. eventually
I was able to direct my second Japanese film, Kaze
No Iro which is currently in post-production. The
same went for China. A lot of negative words were
said about me after cancelling the production of Yang
Guifei . But I never gave up and went on to direct
Meet Miss Anxiety, which was a local box office hit.
My next Chinese project is Crying out Love, in the
Center of the World . The funny thing is the Chinese
release of Cyborg She and the Japanese release of
Meet Miss Anxiety were both on April 8th. I heard it
was the first Chinese film in almost ten years to be
theatrically released in Japan.
They say the era of melodramas is over. Do you think Time
Renegades , which combines melodrama with thriller, could
stand as an alternative?

You directed Cyborg She in Japan in 2008, and Meet Miss

It’s inevitable as melodrama is a genre that has
been repeatedly mined for ages. For today’s audience
there’s nothing new about a love story between a
man and woman. That’s why a film that combines
melodrama with another genre could be competitive
in the market.

Anxiety in China in 2014. How was it working overseas?

by HA Jung-min | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl.
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CANNES

Korean Films to
Meet
in Cannes

Three Dark Tales and Two Fresh Short Stories

Following three years without a Competition invitation, Korean films return to the prestigious Palme

d'Or contest in Cannes this year thanks to PARK Chan-wook's The Handmaiden . Yet the famed auteur
isn't alone representing Korea on the Croisette this year, as he is joined by another pair of dark Korean
thrillers, NA Hong-jin's The Wailing and YEON Sang-ho's Train to Busan , both Cannes veterans themselves.
Korea's new wave of talent also gets a look in through the selection of shorts Hitchhiker by Jero YUN and
1 Kilogram by PARK Young-ju.

These days, half of the Korean population
is watching films and TV dramas through
IPTV, and discovering webtoons and web
dramas through their smartphones while
they’re on the move. These new platforms
and new types of content are finally
reaching the film scene. IPTV has stepped
above the physical media market as the
prime ancillary market, while webtoons
and web dramas are being reproduced
in the film industry. Through these three
new platforms and content styles, we will
examine the current state and prospects of
the Korean film market.
by HA Jung-min, SONG Soon-jin

The handmaiden
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PARK Chan-wook
THE HANDMAIDEN (Competition)

A Director’s Sly Balance of
Art and Commerce

PARK Chan-wook

This year, PARK Chan-wook returns to
the Cannes Film Festival’s competition
for the third time. Following HONG
Sang-soo, he is only the second Korean
filmmaker to achieve that distinction
and joins a select list of global
filmmaking luminaries. He does so with
his latest feature The Handmaiden , his
first Korean production since Thirst
(2009), which was the last title he
brought to the Croisette.
Cannes is also the venue which afforded
PARK the opportunity to become an
international icon of cinema when his
film Old Boy competed there in 2004.
It earned the second place Grand
Prize from a jury headed by Quentin
Tarantino, who offered the film very
enthusiastic praise.

Even if it isn’t Cannes, all of PARK’s
films since Old Boy have debuted at
major film events, including Sympathy
for Lady Vengeance (2005) in Venice,
I’m a Cyborg, but That’s OK (2006) in
Berlin, and Stoker (2013) at Sundance.
While some of his films have done
well at the local box office, all of them
have become event pictures not just at
festivals, but for cinephiles and genre
mavens all around the globe. So what is
it about PARK’s films that festivals and
film fans can’t get enough of?
The most clearly striking element of his
work is its style. PARK’s incandescent
approach to mise-en-scene resembles
a kaleidoscope of vibrant, vivid and
violent images which assault and
enrapture the senses in equal measure.
To concoct his uniquely heady mix of
visuals, he draws upon an encyclopedic
knowledge of global cinema, honed
during his years as an ardent young
film fan and then critic in the 1980s,
at a time when finding foreign cinema
in Korea often required more than a
simple stroll down to the video store.
But his features also encapsulate a

singular world view which derives in
part from the inspiration he gained
as a philosophy student at Sogang
university.
PARK’s cinema has frequently been
branded as a violent one, and he himself
has professed a lifelong interest in the
subject. But its use goes far deeper
than the aesthetic and ultimately exists
outside of the realms of sadism or
scopophilia. Regarding his most famous
run of films, the so-called ‘Vengeance
Trilogy’, PARK has expressed that
he chose to explore revenge on screen
by showing its utter futility. Indeed,
catharsis is hard to come by in his
films, replaced instead by a chasmic
and yet strangely intoxicating sense of
existential dread.
However, in this refusal to allow his
narratives to culminate in some form
of cathartic release, perhaps we can
identify other, allegorical causes for his
penchant for cinematic blood-letting.
PARK’s first success, the 2000 military
thriller Joint Security Area / JSA (which
followed his little seen first films The
Moon Is… the Sun's Dream in 1992 and
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Trio in 1997) explored some difficult
identity issues caused by the schism
of the Korean peninsula. Following
that commercial home-run, he’s kept
his cards closer to his chest, delivering
overtly stylistic films that welcome deep
and variegated interpretations.
PARK’s filmography is split between the
films that he has written and those that
have been based either on other writers’
scenarios or different source materials.
One point worth noting is that with
The Handmaiden , which is based on
Sarah Waters’ Victorian London thriller
Fingersmith, all three of PARK’s films
based on different texts have been
invited to Cannes’ competition.
Old Boy was adapted from a Japanese
manga of the same name. Thirst is only
partly inspired by Zola’s work. PARK
has been planning the film for almost
a decade, and the Zola novel inspired
elements came in during the later stages
of development.
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Given that many film critics and scholars
have interpreted Old Boy as being a
metaphor for social and historical events
unique to Korea and that Thirst bears
only a loose resemblance to Zola’s text,
viewers are curious to see what his take
on The Handmaiden will look like.
What it also demonstrates is that PARK
has a keen ability to recognize in certain
texts the elements that he needs in order
to tell the stories that he wants to tell,
but also those which enable him to show
them the way he would like to show
them.
Taken together, PARK’s signature
visual style and his sly exploration of
socio-historical themes place his films
at an appealing intersection of art and
commerce, particularly for festivals that
operate at the highest level of public
scrutiny and are often required to satisfy
the needs of the critical elite and the
film-going public (and media) at large.
PARK’s particular synthesis has made

him a sought-after director around the
world, leaving no one surprised when
he debuted in America with Stoker ,
a film that featured Hollywood stars
Nicole Kidman and Mia Wasikowska.
Though he has returned to Korea for
the moment, the auteur is constantly
courted by tinseltown and has been
attached to many rumored projects over
the last few years, including bloody
westerns (The Battle of Rattleborge ),
sci-fis (Second Born ) and continental
gang thrillers (Corsica’72 ).
This year’s competition lineup in the
south of France features a daunting
bunch of cinema heavyweights and big
stars but given that the Palme d’Or has
to date eluded the grasp of a Korean
director, there are many hoping that
PARK can set a new benchmark, both
for himself and the industry he hails
from, at the end of this spring’s Cannes
Film Festival.
by Pierce Conran | photographed by SON Hong-joo

Jero YUN

HITCHHIKER (Directors' Fortnight)

Hitchhiking in a Divided Nation
Hitchhiker begins with a man arriving
at a place he never wished to visit after
hitching a ride. The driver, who finds
the man’s pronunciation peculiar, heads
straight for the police station where he
finds out the man is a North Korean
defector. Jero YUN’s Hitchhiker is a
short film about an odd bond created
between the North Korean and a
policeman. Director YUN defines the
theme of the film as ‘moving closer’.
“The division (between South and North
Korea) has already occurred. What we
need to think next is how we can be
united again. To do that, we first have
to meet. Even if we end up fighting,
we have to get together in order to
understand each other.”
YUN chose comedy to present this
clash and communion with a touch of
human sensitivity. “The reason why
the hitchhiker was roaming the streets
at night was because he was looking
for a drink. Then, a misunderstanding
thrusts him into a police investigation.
I delivered this course of events as a
comedy.” Intrigued by this bleak, but
heartwarming story that takes course
over one night, KIM Byeong-il, the
cinematographer of Sympathy for Mr.
Vengeance (2002) by PARK Chan-wook
willingly agreed to shoot the film.
YUN’s interest in national division
and North Korean defector issues

Jero YUN

traces back several years. “I stayed at
a B&B in Paris owned by a ‘Joseonjok’ (meaning Korean-Chinese) lady.
She inspired me to become interested
in the history of Koreans living in
China and the division between South
and North Korea. After I shot my
documentary Promise (2010) with the
Joseon-jok B&B owner as my main
subject, I continued to make films about
the issue of a divided nation.” His film
about North Korean defectors living
in Korea, Looking for North Koreans
(2012), and his documentary Mrs. B. A
North Korean Woman about a female
North Korean defector who chooses to
become a human broker after being
tricked and sold off by a broker herself,
are just a few of his works. Mrs. B. A
North Korean Woman was selected for
the ACID program at the Cannes Film
Festival 2016, which means that two of

his films will be screened at this year’s
Cannes Film Festival.
As seen in his filmography, he is
definitely a ‘multinational’ filmmaker
with no particular binds to national
identity. He debuted with a French
film, In the Dark , followed by awardwinning works such as the Asiana
International Short Film Festival’s
Grand Prize-winner, Promise , the
Festival International Short Film and
Documentary of Casablanca 2013’s Best
Director-winner Tell me Mohamed ,
and the Taiwanese film Taipei Factory
(2013) which has been showcased at
international film festivals such as
Cannes and Busan. His next film
Letters , funded by the Copenhagen
International Documentary Festival,
will be co-directed with a Norwegian
filmmaker.
by HA Jung-min
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YEON Sang-ho

TRAIN TO BUSAN (Midnight Screenings)

Train Is Running with Zombies Aboard

YEON Sang-ho, whose animation
The King of Pigs was invited to the
Directors’ Fortnight section of the 65th
edition of the Cannes Film Festival, is
returning Cannes this year, this time
with a live action film. The film is Train
to Busan and will be screened in the
Midnight Screenings section.
Train to Busan is related to YEON’s
latest animation Seoul Station , which
screened for the first time at the
Brussels International Fantastic Film
Festival this year, where it was awarded
the Silver Raven prize.
Seoul Station depicts the area around
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Seoul Station being struck with a
zombie virus and its aftermath. The
narrative of Train to Busan begins the
next day, and concerns the conflict and
struggle for survival of passengers on
a KTX train bound for Busan, with
several zombies aboard.
The production of Seoul Station , which
was made before Train to Busan , went
quite easily. This was because his two
previous works were well received at
major film festivals across the globe.
These were The King of Pigs , where two
men are suffering from trauma due to
their friend who took his own life when

they were all young; and The Fake
(2013), which depicts the confrontation
between devotees of a false religion and
a swindler who wants to show them the
truth.
“I’ve often been asked to try my hand at
a feature film and I was kind of getting
ready for it. That’s how I came up with
the idea of Train to Busan . I like genre
movie series like Alien and Friday
the 13th , and I am also interested in
serialized projects.” This is how YEON’s
first live action film began.
“What actually takes place in Train
to Busan only lasts three or four
hours. Within this short time span,
some become monsters, others make
selfish decisions, while others sacrifice
themselves. Rather than a zombie movie
in the original sense of the genre, I
wanted a genuine, real story. What was
truly important was how to show what
kind of change people go through, the
people with different thoughts and in
different generations, isolated from the
outside world, in an extremely confusing
and painful situation. I wanted to show,
in a speedy fashion, how the passengers
end up with totally different outcomes
because of some very small differences.”
YEON defines the film as a spectrum
of various people moving towards
extremes, and it indeed features a
diversity of actors representing Korean

cinema today. The casting includes
GONG Yoo playing the role of a single
dad who is raising his daughter by
himself, Don LEE and JUNG Yu-mi
playing a couple, and AN So-hui, an exmember of K-pop band Wonder Girls, in
the role of a teenage school girl.
KIM Su-an, a child actress playing the
role of GONG Yoo’s daughter, is also
noteworthy. “In the original scenario,
GONG was raising a son. However, when
I met Su-an, I had to change the entire
scenario. She understood my directions
as if she was an adult actress, and her
performance was great. She always made
other actors tense and focused. In fact,
you could say she is the main persona of
the film.”
However, the main character in the
truest sense may be the train itself,
which puts everybody in an isolated
space and forces them to make a
decision. The train set was designed as
realistically as possible, and because
of that, it was very hard to make
several different angles. YEON studied
Flightplan , a thriller taking place in a
plane, and came up with ideas to show a
limited space in the train through many
different angles.
His plan was to minutely chop the small
place into pieces and let each piece
of space have its own traits. “Try to
imagine how passengers locked up in a

Train to Busan

YEON Sang-ho

train may escape from zombies,” this is
the secret of Train to Busan that YEON
has not revealed yet.
YEON has finally entered mainstream
Korean cinema with Train to Busan .
However, he makes one thing very clear:
“As a director, I don’t want to belong to
any one single genre. I want to attempt
different approaches, as much as I can.”
YEON also adds: “Ever since I was a
child, I loved both film and animation
very much, and I have somehow become
an animator. However, making this film,
I remembered how much I loved the
special effects that I saw in films like
Star Wars and Indiana Jones when they
aired on TV. My next feature film will
also be something with a lot of special
effects. It isn’t time to reveal the subject
matter, but let me tell you that I am
writing a scenario for a unique thriller, a
strong genre movie.”
by Song Soon-jin | photographed by SON Hong-joo

For YEON Sang-ho, Train to Busan is more like
a disaster movie rather than a zombie movie,
because it tells the story of many different
people, all struggling to survive through the
tragic disaster of an unknown virus sweeping the
nation. Just as classic disaster movies like The
Poseidon Adventure often do, YEON also focuses
on the decisions and changes in the people that
find themselves cornered in a dead end.
Around Seoul Station, the heart of the Korean
capital, a zombie virus begins with a homeless
person and the metropolis becomes hell in
no time. In the middle of this huge disaster, a
man searching for his runaway daughter, and
his daughter and her boyfriend, all struggle for
survival. The next day, a Busan-bound KTX train
leaves Seoul Station, with several zombies aboard.
As they infect passengers one by one, another
struggle for survival takes place in the train.
The hero of Train to Busan is GONG Yoo from A
Man and a Woman (2016), a melodrama where he
appeared alongside JEON Do-yeon. The cast also
includes Don LEE and KIM Eui-sung, impressive
supporting actors in Korean cinema; JUNG Yu-mi,
the heroine of The Himalayas (2015), who is often
featured in films by HONG Sang-soo, including Our
Sunhi (2013).
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NA Hong-jin

THE WAILING (Out of Competition)

Exposing the Abyss of the
Human Existence
It’s been six years since NA Hong-jin
made The Yellow Sea . It took him two
years and eight months to write the
script, six months of filming and a year
in post-production to come back with
The Wailing . It’s been a long time. After
he made his debut with the terrifying
and heartbreaking thriller The Chaser
in 2008, it took no time for him to step
up as one of the most notable Korean
directors, or rather a filmmaker who
represents the future of Korean cinema,
with his unrelenting take on human
nature and violence in The Yellow Sea .
It’s hard not to be curious about his next
film.
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One of the most memorable scenes in
The Chaser is a wild pursuit through
a narrow alley. The alleyway stretches
along a disorganized arrangement of
houses on a hillside neighborhood, so
steep as to make you breathless from
walking up it, and confusing enough to
make you lose your sense of direction. It
makes you hold your breath just to watch
these two men speed ahead in a cat-andmouse chase in the film. But when the
murderer Young-min (HA Jung-woo) is
finally caught after laboring through
the hillside maze, he turns out to be an
empty being that lacks substance. He’s
the symbol of the everyday violence that

takes place in the world where we live.
The 80s-style house which Young-min
occupies after murdering its elderly
residents is a normal place yet features
a bleakness that runs from the front
gate throughout to the living room and
bathroom. The space itself emits a sense
of violence. Although it has a familiar
look to it, the large house, which exudes
wealth, is reborn into a serial killer’s
hideout.
The narrow alley and the grotesqueness
of the house blend in well with Youngmin’s chilling character to superbly
represent a spatial image of the violence
of the city, and the satanic nature of
contemporary society. The Chaser is a
bitingly powerful film that goes beyond
Korean society to expose the violence
that occurs worldwide.
The Yellow Sea starts in Yanji City,

China. The film opens with a voice
relating that a ‘dog epidemic’ is
spreading, and then we see dog trader,
Myun-ga (KIM Yun-seok) proposing to
pay Gu-nam (HA Jung-woo) money if he
kills someone. The world in The Yellow
Sea is filled with ‘dogs’, or rather is a
‘dog-eat-dog world’.
The ‘dog’ in the film, Gu-nam, is faced
with just two choices. That is, biting off
anything that he can sink his teeth into,
or getting beaten to death. Gu-nam, who
has a bad temper but is not cut out to be
a gangster, may be living the life of the
latter, but is destined to cross over to the
former: from taxi driver to murderer.
Myun-ga is a dog trader who eats
dog meat. He is a Korean-Chinese
known as a ‘Joseon-jok’ who speaks
Korean and lives in China. They are
foreigners in Korea. But as a Joseonjok, discriminated and looked down on
by Koreans, Myun-ga unflinchingly sets
foot in Korea. It’s quite a sight to see
Myun-ga and his men emit a powerful
and raw presence as they emerge at the

airport. It’s the kind of primitive force
rarely seen here in Korea.
Myun-ga is a primal man. And to see
him and his men camping out at the
entrance of a top class hotel gives one an
odd sense of pleasure. Luxurious hotels
and expensive cars seem like a totally
different world from Myun-ga and his
men, but in fact they’re all the same in
nature.
NA stated the world is going berserk
in The Chaser in which there’s only a
desperate pursuit to get the ‘son-of-abitch’, the murderer who ‘aimlessly’ goes
around killing people, and kill him. But
in The Yellow Sea , the sons-of-bitches
are not crazy, as they each have their
own purpose.
Gu-nam just wants to pay his debt and
reunite with his wife. Myun-ga just
wants to earn a lot of money. They all
have their own reason for wanting to kill
someone and get their revenge. They’re
not psychopaths obsessed with pleasure,
but people with their own objectives and
causes, who want nothing else but to
survive. They represent a self-portrait of
ourselves. In this sense, The Yellow Sea
reveals NA’s world more brutally than
The Chaser. The human desire that runs
through The Yellow Sea is the desperate
will for survival.
NA doesn’t believe in the system. He
even mocks it. His films, instead of
showing any discreet desire for power,
go straight to slaughter with anarchic
gusto. And because of this, The Yellow
Sea is more compellingly chilling
than The Chaser . Then there are his
characters dripping with blood. This
is the true face of NA, the desire or
yearning to drop to the deep abyss of
human existence. This explains the
anticipation for The Wailing .
by KIM Bong-seok | photographed by BAEK Jong-Heon

The Wailing

NA explains, “I wanted to avoid going for the thrill
by creating details of violence as I’ve done in my
previous works. The tension in The Wailing is
clearly different from the ones in my earlier films. I
wanted to make a cinematic style that continues
to build up a thrilling momentum as it slowly
progresses.”
Strange occurrences start happening in a rural
village. The police conclude it’s group food
poisoning caused by wild mushrooms, but because
it has begun to happen right after a stranger
appeared in the village, rumors and suspicions
spread like wildfire. Police officer Jong-gu (KWAK
DO-won) starts believing the rumors as well after
he comes across Moo-myung (CHUN Woo-hee)
who claims she’s a witness. When his daughter
suffers the same symptoms as the other victims,
Jong-gu pays a visit to the stranger and jumps all
over him, while summoning the shaman Il-gwang
(HWANG Jung-min) in order to solve the case.
Fearful of losing his daughter, Jong-gu’s obsession
only aggravates the situation even more.
Highlighting spatial tone more cleverly than
his earlier works, NA seems to have put much
effort into creating a depressing but mystical
sensibility from the rural village that he creates in
The Wailing . In addition, there are HWANG Jungmin, who gives a different kind of performance
as a shaman, KWAK Do-won, who excellently
portrays Jong-gu, and CHUN Woo-hee, who has
consistently brought outstanding character to her
roles since her work in HAN Gong-ju (2014).

NA Hong-jin
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PARK Young-ju
1 KILOGRAM (Cinefondation)

The Way to Overcome Sadness

PARK Young-ju

PARK Young-ju’s 1 Kilogram has been
invited to the Cinefondation section at
the Cannes Film Festival. 1 Kilogram is
the third film by PARK, who previously
directed A Delivery Girl (2013) and
Counsellor (2015), and depicts the life
of a woman. Min-young who lost her
son five years ago and has lived in
despair ever since meets a woman at a
community of mothers who lost their
children.
A film that examines women in absolute
sadness, it’s based on ‘1 Kilogram
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of Seafood’, a short story by female
novelist PYUN Hye-young. PARK
was impressed by the way the story
described sadness. “The community
that Min-young joined was one
suffering from heavy agony. However,
where nobody could ever laugh,
somebody does laugh. And, there, the
story begins. I loved this very ironic
beginning.”
As it deals with the kind of sadness
that you can’t even imagine unless
you actually experience it, PARK
thought hard as to how to depict this
pain. “Since I haven’t had this kind of
experience, I tried to be very careful in
expressing Min-young and her feelings.
So I visited an online community for lost
children’s parents several times, and
also looked up related documentaries
and films. The ways people endured
sadness were similar yet all different.
The way these works described the
mothers were also similar and yet

different. So I thought long and hard
about how to handle my film.”
PARK chose to depict Min-young’s
everyday life in great detail. “The film
begins five years after Min-young
lost her child. Bearing that in mind, I
depicted her psychology and everyday
life. Min-young lives her ordinary life,
but at times, feels acute pain and breaks
down. Some actions and sentiments just
bounce up without her even knowing. So
I thought a lot as well about how I was
describing her relationships with others,
such as with her husband and other
family members.”
To contain her mostly calm but
sometimes acutely trembling sentiments,
the film often uses long takes. As a
result, Min-young’s pain is ever so
realistic. After seeing the film, you feel
like helping and comforting her in any
way you can. It all owes to PARK’s very
thoughtful directing.
by HA Jung-min

광고
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KO-PRODUCTION

YOU Jeong-hun

President of Showbox,
in Collaboration with Blumhouse

In Pursuit of
Diversity in
Korean Cinema
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Last year, Showbox films posted strong results. This year you are going
to release your first international co-production in China. How would you
evaluate last year’s performance and how does this year look?

Showbox's performance last year was the best since it was established.
However, I believe it means more than just the numbers. Some may
say we were just lucky, but to tell you the truth, it is the result of
our ongoing efforts that have been made as a result of a strategic
change we made 4-5 years ago. Rather than just picking up existing
scenarios and financing them, we have participated in the films
from the planning phase. This change led to last year’s fruit. If I am
to foresee what 2016 is going to be like, the box office performance
itself may not be as good as last year. However, we are planning
a few new attempts that are much more important than just the
numbers. We are testing new genres with young directors LEE Ilhyung (A Violent Prosecutor , 2016) and UM Tae-hwa (INGtoogi:
The Battle of Internet Trolls , 2013). They may not be 10-millionadmission movies, but for these films, two million or three million
admissions would be meaningful, too.
Why would you consider the long-term growth potential more important than
the short-term sales?

In 2015, Showbox had a meaningful
performance in the Korean film industry.
While Korean cinema recorded a negative
return rate of -7.4% and the polarization in
terms of production budgets and box office
performances became serious, Showbox
releases were mostly successful, whether big
or mid-sized. Out of the 11 films which they
distributed last year, six were notable box
office successes with more than two million
admissions each, including Assassination with
12.71 million viewers. This great performance,
which was the second biggest local release
in 2015, owes to the long-term perspective
and strategy of YOU Jeong-hun, the president
of Showbox. It has been eight years since he
assumed this position, and he is now getting
ready to go global, collaborating with Huayi
Brothers in China, Blumhouse Productions and
Ivanhoe Pictures in the US.

When you are running a company, you always worry about two things:
growth and profit. Growth counts mostly on sales, and profit relies
on stability. However, the Korean film market is problematic in both
fields. We have made many films, but the profit rate has declined. So
I asked myself, should I have 20 million viewers with 12 films or with
10 films? During the structural reform, I cut down the line-up by 50%,
aiming to put all our resources in a movie once selecting it. However,
that was not enough. So for the sake of quantitative growth, we
started to look at China. Collaborating with Hollywood is yet another
kind of experiment. Today's Korean cinema is going toward extreme
commercialism, tapping on either tear-jerking drama or patriotism.
I’ve doubted how much longer these films would be successful, and
I certainly have not wanted to move with that flow. I thought that
one must keep challenging with new genres and come up with new
stories, even though success is not guaranteed, or Korean cinema
would soon run into a dead end. Production know-how for horror flicks
has become particularly shallow as they have disappeared from the
market. That’s why I thought I’d work with Blumhouse. The company,
which is famous as the producer of the Paranormal Activity series and
Whiplash , is especially good at the horror and thriller genres. There
are ways in which genre movies make a profit. With their help, why
don’t I put Korean cinema into an incubator? So it is a collaboration
for the diversity in Korean cinema. We should grow outward, become
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The Yellow Sea

Assassination

Hwayi: A Monster Boy

more productive and stable inside, with help from the outside.
That is the long-term strategy of Showbox.

What will be the most Showbox-like film among this year’s line-up?

Basically, Showbox picks the main ideas. Then we will
get help from Blumhouse when we are adjusting them
commercially, adding salient selling points. Currently we are
discussing one film. Working together, I sometimes get to reevaluate old scenarios that I once put off, you know, those
ones that I thought had little commercial possibility.

We only choose Showbox-like films in the first place, so
I am unable to omit anything. (laughs) Family Plan is a
humanitarian comedy featuring KIM Hye-soo; while Key of
Life by LEE Gae-byok is a black comedy; KIM Seong-hun’s
The Tunnel is a disaster movie, with a totally new approach.
It is a really new film. WON Shin-yun’s A Murderer's Guide
to Memorization is based on a bestselling novel, showing a
new approach to Alzheimer’s. UM Tae-hwa’s Vanishing Time:
A Boy Who Returned is a fantasy, which is a rare genre in
Korea.

Since you have reduced your year-round line-up to 10 or so, I guess

Showbox has now jumped into the IP development craze, supporting

you now have more strict criteria for picking them.

the Mystery Contest by Naver, an internet search engine.

In fact, every company has sets of criteria that are quite
similar. It is just the matter of whether to stick to them or
not. Judging only from the production cost, casting possibility
and so on, we make the basic decision of whether or not a
film can reach a 40-50% profit rate. What makes our films
different is that we prefer genre films with well-balanced
stories. That is my preference, but at the same time, other
staff’s preference, too. We end up choosing strong, heavy and
energetic movies, for example, Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013)
by JANG Joon-hwan or The Yellow Sea (2010) by NA Hongjin.

We began supporting the Mystery Contest to plan and
develop horror and thriller movies that we are working
on with Blumhouse. It is very important to get hold of
intellectual property. However, owning IPs does not mean
producing them into films ourselves. We are an investordistributor. The ideal way of producing a film, for us, is
‘match-making’. A film needs a director, writer, actors and
a distributor, all of them. But it is hard to make the best
combination. How come the directing turned out this way,
while the scenario is so good? The subject matter looks good,
but what happened to the final story? Why such an irrelevant

Korean horror cinema is at its deathbed. How will the know-how of
Blumhouse be implemented in Korean cinema?
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Today's Korean cinema
is going toward extreme
commercialism, tapping on
either tear-jerking drama
or patriotism. I certainly
have not wanted to move
with that flow.

cast for such a great story? All these are failures of
combination. Within this match-making, the most
important is the director, so we sign a few production
deals with each director. Supporting a contest goes one
step further, by attempting match-making at a very early
stage, like at the planning phase. It does not mean being
part of its actual production. In other words, it is more
like the Hollywood studio system.
You are co-producing Beautiful Accident with China to be
released this summer.

It is a fantasy and a humanitarian drama, featuring
GWEI Lun Mei and CHEN Kun, popular Chinese actors.
It tells a story of the value of life, where a successoriented person gets to learn the true value of life thanks
to the events that this person happens to go through.
GWEI’s dramatic change in acting should be especially
interesting.

could be the next popular genre that will follow after fantasy

would be films that would only work in China. However, looking
through the Chinese box office hits, I learned they are pretty much
the same in Korea. If they find a film interesting, we do too, and
if we find a film interesting, they do too. For example, Monster
Hunt was really new and interesting. I thought that the producer
knows how to do business. Of course you have to have a new selling
point. Thriller movies with well-balanced stories are among our
specialties, which I believe will work in China as well. So I now
think this way: what are the films that would do well in Korea, but
do even better in China? I am selecting films under this frame of
thinking. I am thinking of thriller, mystery, male-driven films and
action.

romance?

by SONG Soon-jin | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon

Recently in the Chinese box office, fantasy romance films like
Stephen Chow's The Mermaid are doing well. Beautiful Accident
may belong to the same group as well. What do you think

When I first started working with China, I thought there
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SPECIAL

Grab the OTTs
OTT, Posing New Possibilities for the
Korean Ancillary Market

ON

OFF

The theater era is slowly coming to an end. In 2016, at a time
when you can have a screen with you anywhere, whether in the
comfort of your house, the street, the bus or subway, films are
rapidly spreading through monitors and mobile devices instead
of theaters, and Korea is no exception. We’ll examine the
changing ancillary market through an in-depth look at Korea’s
OTT (Over the Top) market, which is on the verge of gaining
momentum following the Korean launch of Netflix.
by SONG Soon-jin
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Korea’s OTT Market,
Who Will Have the Last Laugh?
The main global content platform is slowly shifting
from theaters to online platforms. OTT (Over the
Top), or in other words Internet TV, will likely
become the content industry’s main platform in the
near future.
The growth of Korea’s theatrical market since the
advent of multiplexes in 1998 has finally reached a
point of stasis. The number of screens per capita, and

the number of admissions per person have reached
their zenith. Not much can be expected anymore save
for an annual 3-4% rise in sales. On the other hand,
predictions for the OTT market for the Asian region
put it around USD 13.7 billion by 2019, the largest
growth rate worldwide.
During the past three years, Korea has shown an
average growth rate of 34% in the OTT market.
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Since predictions for 2019 are at USD 552.7 million,
and USD 679.5 million in 2020, there’s no bluer
ocean than this. This is the reason why all hopes
lie with the online ancillary market represented by
OTT rather than the theatrical market.
Korea is among the countries with the fastest
Internet speed and highest mobile device
penetration rate. Furthermore, the local mobile
service company-led expansion of the IPTV
market has gradually reduced the culture of illegal
downloads. The question then is, who will conquer
this precious gem, the OTT market?

Seizing the Initiative with Content
With the Korean launch of Netflix in January
2016, Korea’s OTT market has opened up to fierce
competition. Not only are first generation Internet
TV businesses such as Gom TV jumping into the
game, but also broadcasting companies, mobile
service companies, large-scale portal businesses and
startup companies.
For now, it’s the three major mobile service
companies-KT, SKT and LGT-that are offering
mobile-connected services such as Olleh TV Mobile
(integrated film and TV), oksusu (integrated film
and TV), Uflix Movie (film) and U+HDTV (TV),
that have seized the initiative in the market.
These companies, which already feature power
platforms that include IPTV and mobile, have a
subscription base of 10.64 million viewers as of June
2015. With the media market rapidly reshuffling
from TV to mobile, it is anticipated that these
companies will gain great momentum. This is why
we should pay attention to ‘oksusu’, a new service
launched this January by the second largest
domestic IPTV provider, SK Broadband.
SK Broadband, which acquired Korea’s No. 1 cable
TV business CJ Hellovision, has created a largescale fund. Korea is currently servicing major
Korean-made films, TV dramas and other TV
content through all platforms. Accordingly, SK
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Broadband declared it would provide specialized
content, and that content will be the key to
success in the OTT market. SK Broadband is also
aggressively recruiting new media content such as
Memedia and VR (virtual reality) videos.
These kinds of risk-taking attempts by SK
Broadband will surely encourage other mobile
service companies. There are rumors about the
third largest player in the local IPTV industry,
LG Uplus, deliberating over acquiring a cable TV
company.
WATCHA PLAY and Naver N Store are also strong
contenders for growth. WATCHA PLAY, which
started out as a mobile application based on userentered data, is building its existing platform into
an online content streaming service. The fact that
they resemble Netflix while retaining a large Korean
content library, and that they are reinforcing their
collaboration with CJ entertainment and Showbox,
is gaining them considerable attention as a potential
upcoming star in the startup business.
Naver N Store is by far the foremost market leader
in terms of accessibility. While other businesses
provide only streaming, N Store’s option to choose
downloading is appealing to users. The three main
broadcasting companies’ joint platform Pooq has
been accumulating their expertise for disseminating
broadcasting content since it opened in 2012.
The Korean influx of foreign OTTs is in progress as
well. First came Google Play followed by Netflix this
January. Google Play, with their consistent effort
to acquire applications and digital content in film,
music and literature, has entered a stable stage
with Korea as a top ranking market in their overall
global sales.
Subscriptions are rising slowly for Netflix, but
they are also keeping an eye on the Korean
market from a long-term perspective. Moreover,
by commissioning BONG Joon-ho’s new film Okja ,
they hold the cards to turn the Korean online
distribution market upside down.

Laying the Groundwork for the
OTT Market
The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism announced its plan to create a Korean online box office
information system through the Korean Film Council (KOFIC) on March 3rd. This reflects the need
for accurate and diverse statistics as significant public data within the growing film VOD market.
We asked CHOI Won-kyu, who is in charge of creating this Korean online box office information
system, about the blueprint of the operation.

Interview with
CHOI Won-kyu,
director of Information
Business Team,
Korean Film Council

When did you start working on this operation?

we started the original service in 2013 with manually
typed excel files of weekly and monthly statistics. We’re
planning to upgrade this into an automatic data collection
system just like the current Korean box office information
system. Since it’s not possible to be connected to every
business operator at the moment, we’re hoping to create a
basic integrated network infrastructure based on the data
provided by the four companies that can automatically
process data by the first half of this year.
The current Korean box office information system

How reliable is the early Korean online box office information
system?

What is the reason for creating a Korean online box office
information system?

According to the 2015 KOFIC annual report, you can see
that the local film industry’s box office revenues are totally
saturated, meaning the ancillary market has to grow in
order to expand the overall film market. IPTV market
sales seem to be on the right track and the online market
has become a significant revenue source in the overall
ancillary market. Such changes have been considered in
the KOFIC homepage which started to post data collected
from a total of four companies since 2013: three from
IPTV and one from cable TV. I believe we will be able to
contribute to the growth of the ancillary market through
an ongoing effort to upgrade our service by collecting
accurate data and posting it for the public.

Since the four companies account for 80% of the overall
domestic online ancillary market, I think this speaks for
itself. The remaining 20% consists of Internet VOD and
mobile. The first Korean box office information system had
many shortcomings when it was launched in 2003, but
after 13 years, it’s become a reliable source for statistics. I
guess you can say the integrated online box office network
will go through the same course.
What is your long-term goal?

The Korean online box office information system will
be included as part of the integrated box office ticketing
website menu. Accordingly, in the long run, we’ll have
an integrated box office where you can read the theater
statistics of a given film and its online statistics at the
same time.
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Korea’s Main
OTT Services

Acquiring Diversity
through Partnerships with the
Film Industry

KT’s Olleh TV

The Power of Korea’s Largest Portal Site

Naver’s N Store

Consistently maintaining their reputation as
the No. 1 Korean portal site, Naver’s N Store
has a vast library of all different kinds of
online content from film and TV, to e-books,
comics, genre novels and mobile applications.
N Store’s greatest strengths lie in their
diversity resulting from their being the
foremost portal site for consumers seeking dayto-day information and services such as news, e-mail, a search engine
and shopping. By embracing web dramas which they service through
their own TV Cast platform, they are appealing to a younger target
market of viewers in their teens to thirties.

Custom-made Service

WATCHA PLAY
The personalized VOD service WATCHA PLAY,
created through a film recommendation service,
was launched in January 2016 at the reasonable
subscription price of USD 4.24 per month. If most of the other Korean
OTT services focus on content quantity, WATCHA PLAY stands out
with their personalized service that incorporates consumers’ tastes.
In other words, they’re like the Korean version of Netflix. By utilizing
their users’ ratings, WATCHA PLAY is emerging as a service that
most accurately reflects domestic consumers’ tastes. They retain a
library of more than 4,500 films and 1,500 TV dramas, while two
thirds of their content is foreign.
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As the IPTV provider with the largest
subscriber base in Korea, Olleh TV
screens a variety of content which
includes TV, animation, children’s
and educational content, but by far
film is at the top of their list. Their
strategy is rather specialized in
the way they acquire the latest film
titles, and they introduce a collection
of films under different themes each
week, as well as offer special sections
in partnership with the Busan
International Film Festival and
the Korean Academy of Film Arts.
They stand out with their special
programs offered on VOD such as
the ‘12 World Classics’ introduced by
film humanities book Cine Chante.
Recently they formed a partnership
with Dreamworks to provide a 24hr
Dreamworks channel.
They also became the first mobile
service to start a 360-degree
virtual reality video service on
Olleh TV Mobile. With the popular
entertainment cable program Weekly
Idol being made available as a form
of virtual reality content, they are
aggressively working to disseminate
VR programs as a popular
commodity.

The Treasure Chest of Foreign TV Series

LG Uplus’ Uflix Movie

Uflix Movie, launched last year with a focus on film and TV series, has been aggressively
acquiring content, expanding their content library from 13,000 titles to 20,000 in just a
year. They first attracted attention by offering well-known American TV series made by
the American pay TV channel HBO and American media company MGM through their
mobile platform. Currently, Uflix Movie is offering famous TV dramas from the U.S., Great
Britain, Korea, China and Japan. Their foreign language subtitle service is also notable with
English, Japanese and Chinese subtitles for their 101 titles such as Sherlock , Gossip Girl and
The Newsroom. They are the only mobile service that offers services on TV, PC and mobile
simultaneously.

Will It Become the No. 1 OTT Service in Korea?

All Popular Korean TV Content Assembled

SK Broadband’s oksusu

Pooq

SK Broadband’s oksusu is
the OTT market’s red-hot
issue at the moment. After
they ambitiously emerged
this January offering a
special subscription price
of USD 2.6 per month (free
of charge to certain SK
Telecom subscribers), they have been expanding their
operations quite aggressively by announcing a merger
with CJ Hellovision, and then plans for a USD 279
million fund dedicated to content investment. Oksusu
is servicing 98 real time channels, and more than
8,000 domestic and foreign films on TV, Internet
and mobile devices. Of particular note is their
specialization in Korean TV entertainment programs
and domestic and foreign sports content, and their
plan to eventually include a focus on children’s films
and animation. In addition, they produce exclusive
content such as the mobile entertainment show 5
Witches . SK Broadband has been actively acquiring
foreign TV series while expanding foreign series
content serviced on Korean VOD right after they
have been aired.

Pooq is an OTT platform
made as a joint venture
between the three
major TV broadcasting
companies in Korea: KBS,
MBC and SBS. Since
it represents content
providers setting foot in
the platform industry, it is similar to the U.S.-based
Hulu.
With the launching of general cable TV network and
broadcasting companies, competition between local
broadcasting companies has become fierce, yet the
three major terrestrial broadcasters still stand their
ground as giants with the most popular TV dramas
and entertainment programs. With this base, Pooq
has also gained popularity.
Recently, they have been reinforcing their in-house
production. They are also upgrading their original
content library with TV dramas such as the KBSIHQ co-produced Page Turner w
 hich they are
exclusively providing through their online platform,
though they were not involved in production and
financing.
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The Impact of Netflix on the Korean
Content Market

Four months have passed since Netflix, an industry behemoth with more
than 75 million paying subscribers from around 190 countries, debuted
in Korea. The initial predictions that Netflix would sign a partnership
with one of the three local mobile carriers which own IPTV companies
totally missed the mark.
Despite the debate over how it would acquire local content such as films
and TV dramas, and start a new channel, Netflix eventually chose to go
straight to the point by opening a Korean mobile and Internet page on
January 7th. And with the launch of an application service on Samsung
and LG’s recently key product, the Smart TV, Netflix finalized its TVInternet-mobile window and jumped right into the local OTT race.
The Korean media and content industry is keen about Netflix’s impact
on the local OTT market, and predictions point to three areas. The first
is content. A variety of new American-made content serviced directly
online through Netflix will reach general consumers and creators of
content or intellectual property.
Stand up comedies, which are somewhat unfamiliar to Korean
audiences, documentaries of diverse formats, and well-made comedy
dramas unknown in Korea such as Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt are
garnering considerable attention. “Documentaries and comedy genres
will greatly influence local creators of content and intellectual property
rather than large-scale content which is difficult to benchmark,”
explains film critic, HUH Nam-woong.
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In fact, true stories and films that break the norm
have recently been attracting attention in the local
film market. Top ranking titles in the box office such
as Ode to My Father (2014), Assassination (2015)
and The Attorney (2013) are those inspired by true
characters and stories. HUH states, “Film directors
have already been turning to documentaries for film
material, and the documentaries offered by Netflix
will serve as a new stimulus for them.”
The second is the film distribution approach. With
the deepening screen monopoly issue, some art,
low-budget and indie films are testing grounds by
choosing to be released online. And what if BONG
Joon-ho’s Okja jumps into this game?
Netflix promised to guarantee as much autonomy
as possible when they commissioned BONG’s
latest project, Okja at USD 50 million. But on
one condition, that the film should be released
simultaneously around the world on Netflix in 2017.
If Okja generates strong results through its online
release, it will definitely inspire enormous changes
to the traditional distribution approach.
The third is a change in the Korean OTT service.
Not only Netflix, but other companies such as
U.S.-based Amazon Prime, Hulu, Apple TV, and
China’s iQiyi are aggressively gunning for original
productions. Korean OTTs on the other hand are
now at their starting point. SK Telecom announced
its plan to spend around USD 435 million in content
development during the course of five years, while
mobile on-demand services specializing in TV
broadcasting content, such as pooq, are setting out
to acquire original online content. With this, it
looks like the focus will shift from platform scale to
content competitiveness for Korean OTT services.

“We’ll become the leading local
OTT service through our original content”
Interview with
KIM Kyung-ho,
SK Broadband
Media Planning
Team

What has changed since the
merger between SK Broadband and
CJ Hellovision?

Regarding the service name or
general business direction, nothing’s been
decided yet. However, with the merger, we’re
planning to actively promote the Korean content
business, upgrade broadcasting/communication
infrastructure, and present service innovation
based on a wire-wireless-connected broadcastingcommunication-fused platform.
The Korean launch of Netflix early this year is influencing
the entire OTT business in Korea. What about SK
Broadband?

We’re keenly aware of the necessity for more
original content. We’re planning to work on this by
investing in animation and content for children, and
include other platforms to distribute this content.
We’re also aiming to continue expanding our drama

and documentary content as well. We’re discussing the possibility of
completing production prior to servicing the series, which is rarely
practiced in Korea, but we’ll officially announce this when we have a
specific project.
What is oksusu’s long-term content strategy?

We plan to build a virtuous cycle that steps away from
conventionally uniform content and leads to a steady string of
investments by commissioning different genres and styles that
are recognized in their own right. For this, we plan to continue
expanding our investments in original content, as well as increase
partnerships with local and foreign content companies. Our idea
of creating a fund falls into the same context. In addition, we hope
to expand the new media market by commissioning new types of
content such as web dramas.
Korean OTT companies have been rather hesitant about developing and
commissioning content before SK Broadband took the initiative. What is the
reason for this?

The content fund that SK Broadband raised for the past nine years
since it was first set up in 2007 is around USD 31.20 million. It’s
not enough to raise the major local production companies’ average
sales, which stand at 3%. I think that explains why it was difficult
to improve the production environment immediately, and also why
investors haven’t been so enthusiastic.
Then what does it mean for SK Broadband to have a content fund?

SK Broadband CEO Lee In-chan, explaining the company's investment fund
plan after the merger with CJ Hellovision.

We hope it will serve as a catalyst for the growth of the content
industry. Of course scale is important, but by creating a new
business field never attempted by any local pay TV company in
Korea, we are eager to contribute to the eco system of the content
industry. We want to offer producers a new business opportunity
and help them acquire ownership over their content. If this fund can
become influential enough to reach out to other platforms, I believe it
can improve the overall profit structure for production companies.
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SpoTLIGHT

Youngjoo SUH
		

CEO of International Film Distributor Finecut

Aiming to Be a Full-Service Global Agency
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Finecut is a major Korean film distributor for
international sales, having distributed and submitted
more than 100 Korean films to film festivals abroad,
including Old Boy (2003) by PARK Chan-wook,
Poetry (2010) by LEE Chang-dong, Our Sunhi (2013)
by HONG Sang-soo, The Chaser (2008) by NA Hongjin and Pieta (2012) by KIM Ki-duk. It also actively
participates in investment and co-production,
including the first Korea-Argentine films Lion’s Den
(2008) and Carancho (2010) by Pablo Trapero, which
they successfully sent to the Competition section
and Un Certain Regard lineup of the Cannes Film
Festival. In addition, Finecut opened a new landscape
for the Korean content industry by establishing the
Writers Agency of Finecut (WAF) in 2014, a first in
Korea.
What are you bringing to Cannes this year?

We have several good new films, which range widely
in genre and size. The Wailing by NA Hong-jin, The
Age of Shadows by KIM Jee-woon, Echo , a music
film featuring Sandara PARK of K-pop group 2NE1,
Operation Chromite set in the Korean War, Dino X
Expedition which is a documentary on dinosaurs,
Red Shoes and Seven Dwarfs which is an animation,
and the newest films by KIM Ki-duk and HONG
Sang-soo. Red Shoes and Seven Dwarfs has a USD
13.2 million budget, a rather big size for a Korean
animation. It is very well made, and I expect a good
reception in the international market.
The films in the Finecut filmography vary widely in genre,
size and story, yet they are all well made. What are your
criteria for choosing films?

I have been very lucky. Film is a product of human
communication and transactions, so I search for
the kinds of films that I want to show to a lot of
people, that I would be proud to show. This is the
sole criteria. It doesn’t have to be artsy. Even if it is
a commercial film, I go for it as long as it features
beautiful shots. Most of all, these are the kind
of movies that totally absorb you. Because of our
profession, we watch a film in several different

versions. Until you have the final product, you watch
the same film 5-10 times, and there are those films
that totally absorb you even without sound or CG.
Since you are selling a variety of films, I guess you have
many different strategies.

In the past, it was possible to sell the film just with
a treatment or a few still cuts as long as it was by
a famous director. However, nowadays, you at least
need the scenario or a promotional video. With the
arrival of diverse platforms like Netflix, theater
releases have become more difficult. If it’s by a world
famous director, we promote the director first and
then release the film information little by little.
When it comes to an art film, it has to go through
film festivals. So we pick the most appropriate
film festivals on each continent and stick to their
schedules for the year. Then we move onto smaller
film festivals and embassy screenings for general
audiences. It’s a 5 year cycle for each film. If sales
have not been made, we keep exposing the film like
this to earn further international sales opportunities,
because the buyers do change their opinion according
to the response of viewers. I’d say a film is a living
organism, because it dramatically changes at the
sales stage as well, depending on how you work on it.
Finecut also participates in international investment and
production, as well as sales.

Rather than expanding our business on purpose,
it was more like going side by side according to the
changing circumstances while working on sales.
We sometimes suggest partial investment so we can
have dibs in a good film, and sometimes because we
recognize how a film can be profitable. We usually
participate in a film at the planning stage or the
distribution stage.
You’ve co-produced foreign projects as well, like Lion’s Den
and Carancho by Pablo Trapero.

When I met Trapero at the Project Market of the
International Film Festival Rotterdam, I had a very
good impression of him right away. The idea of Lion’s
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Den was great, so I decided to invest 30% of the
whole budget even without the scenario, which led
me to co-produce Carancho as well. As long as a film
communicates to us, its nationality doesn’t matter.
In 2014, you established WAF, the first Korean agency for
writers.

We’ve often bought and sold remake rights and
thought that Korean film narratives were very
competitive. Foreign distributors often tell me that
Korean films are original. That, of course, has to
do with the completeness of the film as a whole,
but it also means they found the story itself to be
interesting. So, rather than trading film remake
rights, why not work on the original story that can
be the source of many different products? In the US
and Europe, it’s been a long time since agencies have
played an important role in supporting scriptwriters.
Finecut is a film agency already, so why not expand
it to being a story agency as well? Our goal is a so
called “one source multi use” where one writer’s
scenario is turned into more than one film inside and
outside of Korea simultaneously.
Which writers belong to your agency?

It began with 15 writers when the agency was
launched in December 2014, and now it has 21
writers including KWON Sung-hwi of As One (2012)
and The Deal (2015), MIN Ye-ji of Late Autumn
(2011) and PaceMaker (2012), SEO Yu-min of April
Snow (2005) and Happiness (2007), and OH Taekyung of Secretly Greatly (2013) and Obsessed (2014).
They are all active, established writers.

weren’t official contracts, it wasn’t easy for them
to get properly paid, and their works did not get
adequate legal protection. It wasn’t easy for them
to meet good partners either. In this regard, WAF
provides legal and administrative support including
signing the contract, splitting profits and adjusting
different opinions between the writer and producer.
In addition, we want to be a bridge for Korean
writers to meet domestic and foreign directors and
producers.
Any concrete outcome yet?

Recently we’ve been receiving story requests
from producers and directors. We get requests for
adaptations as well. So these days we’ve become
very busy. For each writer, two to three works are
simultaneously being prepared. When you have a
scenario ready, it usually takes two to three years
to turn into a film. It’s been a year now and some of
our works are currently being shot. Some scenarios
have already been sold to China. Finecut has a great
network with foreign film industries since it has
done international distribution for a long time. So
I don’t think it will take long for us to be stable. To
make the most out of this advantage, we introduce
WAF writers in our brochures as well when we visit
international film markets.
What are the genres for which you often get story
requests?

Rookies do knock on the door as they hear of WAF.
We keep reviewing their scenarios, and we are
planning on inviting rookie writers once WAF is
more firmly established.

Among those in need of our writers, a lot of them are
foreign filmmakers. Currently American, Indian and
Chinese producers send us requests to find writers for
them. They bring a novel or short synopsis and ask
for a writer to turn these into scenarios. Complete
scenarios are sold as well. Chinese producers mostly
want fantasy or SF stories. However, first of all, we
want writers who can work on a universal narrative
within a special arrangement.

What is the main job of WAF?

You are also in the actor management business.

So far it has been the case that Korean writers
work based on personal connections. Since there

I began to do talent management in early 2014, and
currently, SEO Young-joo of Juvenile Offender (2012),

Any plan for inviting rookie writers?
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Foreign distributors
often tell me that
Korean films are
original. It means they
found the story itself
to be interesting.

You are preparing an agency for directors as well.

That is going to be my final project. In fact, even
without an agency, I worked as an agent for
directors, introducing Korean films to the world
market. Our plan is that the writers and directors
make teams in their own fields and co-work in TV
dramas as well as in films. To make that happen, I
will have to focus on the writers’ agency for at least
two or three more years.
Since you are working with the international film industry,
I guess you have a clearer view of Korean cinema as well.
How do you foresee Korean cinema this year?

CHO Dong-in of The Stone (2015) and JEONG Hadam of Steel Flower (2016) are with Finecut. I used
to be an actor manager in my early 20s. I worked
for SHIN Ae-ra, CHA In-pyo and JEON Do-yeon
for about five years but I finally realized that it was
not what I was made for. After that I just focused
on international film sales, but when I met SEO
Young-joo, I thought I wanted to be in the actor
management business again. He was very young,
just 14 years old, with his own originality. I knew
he would become a great actor. That’s how I invited
CHO Dong-in and JEONG Ha-dam as well. I want
my actors to be in well made commercial films and
foreign films, as well as independent films.

Since I’ve been in the film business for almost 20
years now, I see the cycle. There are ups and downs.
Once you have great films, both critically and
commercially, the graph kind of declines in the next
year. Successful films spawn similar movies which
make them too common, and original films decrease.
2014 was a great year but 2015 was quite dark in
terms of international sales. I expect to see a lot of
good films starting from the middle of this year. To
keep up with this upturn, we have to keep trying to
discover rookie directors with great potential.
What is the final vision of Finecut?

I want Finecut to grow into a global agency, working
in every part of the moving image industry, not just
in film.
by HA Jung-min | photographed by OH Kye-ohk
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FACE

10 Faces
You Should Know if You Love
Korean Cinema
If you’re interested in Korean
cinema, you may know some big
names, such as SONG Kang-ho of
Snowpiercer (2013), CHOI Min-shik
of Old Boy (2003) or Gianna JUN of
Assassination (2015), but these
are not the only ones. Here are
some actors and actresses that
you may also be familiar with from
some noted Korean films. You may
not know their names for now,
but we assure you they will be the
most well-known faces of Korean
cinema in the near future. Let
us introduce the country’s most
beautiful and gifted talents.
by JEONG Han-seok |
photographs from Cine 21
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Old Boy, The Attorney
Ode to My Father
Assassination
Veteran

Let us go back a little bit in time. When
Korean cinema was entering the 21st century, the
geography was also transforming for thespians. Now let us
narrow it down to male actors. Those who had ruled the 1990s, namely,
AHN Sung-ki, MOON Sung-keun, HAN Suk-kyu and CHOI Min-soo
were losing power, while new faces like SONG Kang-ho, HWANG Jungmin, CHOI Min-shik and SUL Kyung-gu were rising to open up their
era. The faces of the 21st century's Korean cinema were changing.
Back then, nobody knew this stage actor who had accidentally turned
into a film actor with a few minor roles in his filmography, and who
would one day become a ‘10-million-admissions sprite’. His name is OH
Dal-su.
As people have started realizing OH's frequent appearances in
10-million-admissions movies, in reverse, they have also started
recognizing the power added to these films by his great performances.
Now filmmakers often tell this joke: “If you have OH in your film and
still don’t have a box office hit, it’s all your own fault.”
The Attorney (2013), Ode to My Father (2014), Assassination (2015)
and Veteran (2015) are some 10-million-admissions movies with OH. In
these films, OH takes on the roles that look a little dumb, friendly or
humorous.
In The Attorney, he is a friend of the righteous attorney who is the
main character, and a great helper to assist him to walk his own way.
In Ode to My Father , you could say he is a lead actor rather than a
supporting one, because he is always with the main character when

he goes through tragedy and mishaps in each time period. In
Assassination , he goes into the Japanese Imperial Era to meet a
bizarre hired hit man, and become his even more bizarre servant.
In Veteran , he takes the role of the detective captain, who directs a
group of very quick tempered but righteous detectives.
What is interesting is that he has another, surprising 10million-admissions movie. It is The Host (2006), BONG Joon-ho’s
masterpiece. OH in The Host ? You may wonder. He was actually
the voice actor for the creature. However, there is one thing even
more interesting. According to SONG Kang-ho who played the main
character in the film, OH was shedding tears, full of sadness, when
he was recording the last moments of the monster. SONG recalls
that OH looked as if he was fully submerged into the sentiments
of ‘the Host’. Now we know one thing for sure. OH makes us
comfortable and happy. However, it is not because his appearance
and speech are comfortable and funny. Instead, it is because his
acting is so intense, in whatever role he takes.
In addition, we can think of a particular director who has
constantly recruited OH in his films. That is none other than PARK
Chan-wook. Old Boy (2003) was OH’s second film but it might as
well be called his real film debut in a way. He took the role of the
gangster who locked up CHOI Min-shik’s character in a cell and fed
him like an animal, with dumplings and nothing else.
PARK is also the one who recognized OH’s talent and introduced
him to other directors. In other words, OH has been the most
reliable and frequently invited actor in PARK’s films, including
Sympathy for Lady Vengeance (2005), I’m a Cyborg, but That’s OK
(2006) and Thirst (2009). PARK, who has recently completed The
Handmaiden , once confessed: ‘When I was in the middle of editing
The Handmaiden , I felt something was missing. Then I realized,
OH was not there! I made a film without him, how can that even be
possible!’
There is a film that has recently received its theatrical release and
has attracted a lot of attention: The Great Actor . Its poster says,
‘OH Dal-su: the actor with one more mole on his face, compared to
Robert De Niro, the God of acting.’
The Great Actor is directed by SEOK Min-u, a former apprentice to
PARK, and it is a comedy drama depicting an unknown stage actor
who moves onto the screen and tries to become a great film actor.
SEOK confessed that OH came to his mind as soon as he had read
the story and the character. And now OH is playing that role even
in reality.
OH is unique in the entirety of Korean cinema history; a oncelesser known supporting actor who ends up defeating countless
leading actors to become an outstanding actor, and is even given the
honorable title, “The Great Actor,” through a movie.
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A Free Soul

JUNG Yu-mi

Cafe Noir
Silenced
Our Sunhi
Train to Busan

Responses from HONG Sang-soo’s actors and actresses are largely
divided into two camps. One is those who confess that it was very hard
and tiring, which of course does not mean they hated it. This kind of
response is mostly expected from those from formal and stylized acting
backgrounds for commercial films. They find it hard and unfamiliar to
act without a scenario and concrete frame, but once they are through,
they conclude it was an exciting experience after all. The other is those
who find it fascinating right from the beginning. This is JUNG Yu-mi’s
case. More exactly, JUNG is an outstanding example of this category.
As a leading actress in HONG’s movies, she has not felt any pressure
right from the beginning. “HONG’s films are made naturally, as we
get down to it with some given dialogue and rough description of the
circumstances. In fact, I have never been there, and neither have I
gone through anything like this, but I feel as though I know it. I love
those moments.” It may be hard for some people but definitely not for
her. That’s because her nature is free and flexible, far from rules and
regulations, which is her biggest strength as an actress.
In fact, it has been more than 10 years since her film debut. It is
not a short career for an actress in her early 30s. Filmmakers’ first
encounter with JUNG was with How to Operate a Polaroid Camera
(2004), a short film by KIM Jong-kwan, who later made a feature film,
Come, Closer (2010), with her again. In that film, she is secretly in love
with a man. The director captures her facial expressions, for a short
time, in a close-up. The filmmakers and a handful of viewers who
saw the film got interested in this actress, with an unprecedentedly
mysterious image.
Her first visit to commercial films was with Blossom Again (2005). It is
a very special film for JUNG. “It is the very film that built my genuine
identity, so that I can keep up with acting, ” says JUNG. Again, as in
How to Operate a Polaroid Camera , she performs the role of a high
school girl passionately and secretly in love with a boy. However, this
time, she is not shy but very enthusiastic. In this film, her desperate
sentiments are clearly communicated to the audience thanks to her
great performance. In her next films like Family Ties (2006) and
Skeletons in the Closet (2007), she passionately plays the role of girls
who are rather unique, happy and free-thinking.
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JUNG’s acting spectrum is larger than you may
think, often appearing in genre films and films with
strong social messages, including horror comedy
Chaw (2009), horror movie A Million (2009) and
thriller Manhole (2014). Here, JUNG proves her
acting capability in genre films. At the same time, her
appearance in genre films is considered a training for
her, to break the existing frame of her acting.
In addition, in films with strong social messages, her
signature desperation is even more salient. In films
like My Dear Desperado (2010), where she plays a
poor job applicant, or Silenced (2011), where she takes
the role of a social worker who investigates down a
tragic case of child molestation at a school for the
deaf.
However, films that present her mystique most
powerfully are those in which she is the very flesh
of the narrative. For example, in Come, Closer , her
appearance is just in parts, and doesn’t involve a
lot of screen time. However, all you remember after
watching the film is JUNG’s bodily movement and
facial expressions, to the extent that you feel as
though it was a feature film where she is the heroine.
Cafe Noir (2010) plays on her very unique mystique.
Among the most beautiful and special scenes is her
10-minute-long monologue. The camera only focuses
on JUNG’s face, and she gradually emerges in her
sentiments little by little, until she is completely
absorbed, as if possessed by a spirit.
films in which JUNG shows extremely absorbed
performances, almost to the extent of being possessed,
are of course HONG’s great works. In films like
Oki’s Movie (2010), In Another Country (2012) and
Our Sunhi (2013), JUNG sometimes looks more like
a haunted ghost than a human being. Sometimes
she seems like a vulnerable animal, wandering the
abyss, having lost her love. Other times she looks
like a mysterious woman that nobody will ever get to
understand.
In HONG’s movies, it is impossible to foretell where
JUNG is headed, due to her facial expressions
and bodily movements. Distant from rules and
regulations, she has a free nature. We can only
imagine where she will go from here.
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A Natural Born Bad Guy

KWAK Do-won
Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time
The Attorney
The Wailing
Currently there is no “better” bad guy in Korean cinema.
KWAK Do-won’s impressive first appearance on the screen
was in Mother (2009) by BONG Joon-ho, where he played a
restaurant server trying to threaten smartass teenagers. It
was a very small role, but nonetheless powerful. The films
through which he made his name more clearly known were
The Yellow Sea (2010) and Nameless Gangster: Rules of the
Time (2012). To be sure, as KWAK himself confesses, the
characters that he played in these films are not exactly bad
guys. However, thanks to his performance, they became
downright evil. This is especially due to the manner of
speech that he uses in these films, which is so oppressive
and vicious that the characters appear to be purely evil,
even without doing anything. In The Attorney (2013), he
performs as a patriotic but disillusioned policeman, exuding
the power of a bad guy. In Tazza-The Hidden Card (2014),
he takes the role of a cold-hearted bad guy who gets his
money back no matter what. And at last, 2016 is going to be
a great turning point in his film career. He plays the lead in
The Wailing by NA Hong-jin, who has become the nucleus
of the Korean thriller genre with The Chaser (2008) and
The Yellow Sea .
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KIM Joo-hyuk was one of the promising rookies
of the early 2000s. KIM had a slightly different
persona from his fellow actors. While they were
mostly serious, KIM was humorous. Whereas they
were solemn, KIM was friendly. If they were smart,
KIM was rather silly. He provided these images in
his films and he was adored.
His acting stood out especially in romantic comedy
films. His major early works include Singles (2003),
where he played an ordinary and silly man in love
with a girl. Another work to remember from this
time period is When Romance Meets Destiny (2005),
one of the films that best highlights KIM's charm,
where he plays the shy and reserved brother Kwangsik, finding it hard to confess his love to the girl that
he likes, unlike his very outgoing playboy younger
brother. He performs a similar role in My Wife Got
Married (2008) as well. Nonetheless, KIM's friendly
and caring character sometimes turns him into
an attractive man that women admire, as in Mr.
Handy (2004) and The Servant (2010). He recently
completed the shooting of Hong Sang-Soo’s untitled
new film.
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Familiar Face yet Unfamiliar Name

PARK Sung-woong

New world
The Shameless
Office
A Violent Prosecutor

Looking through PARK Sung-woong's filmography, you
are often surprised that he has been on the screen for
so long. Among those middle-aged film rookies, most are
from the theater, and enter film at a rather late point of
their acting careers. However, PARK has been in cinema
since the late 1990s, playing all kinds of extra and
supporting roles, which have held up his film career until
now.
Before 2013, people hardly knew his name. Upon the
release of New World (2013), people began wondering who
this actor was. It was a Korean noir balanced between
CHOI Min-shik, HWANG Jung-min and LEE Jung-jae’s
trio of protagonists, but PARK's presence was equally
impressive. He brought intense acting to create a bad guy
who aims to become the gansgter boss no matter what.
Since then he has received massive attention. His charm
shines the brightest in gangster or noir films. The
Shameless (2015) is a great example, where he plays a
killer on the run, who has committed a murder for his
lover. Recently he is also slowly going through a change.
The first signal was A Violent Prosecutor (2016), a big
box office hit, where he played an ambitious prosecutor.

BAE Sung-woo is a promising actor on his way to
being OH Dal-su’s junior. He is among the most
popular and loved supporting actors in Korean cinema
today. Recent Korean films can easily be divided into
those with BAE and those without. He has become
a popular supporting actor who can flex his acting
capability through viciousness, innocence and a
shrewd sense of humor.
He performed in stage dramas and musicals for a
long time before he moved onto the screen. His film
debut was Crush and Blush (2008), however, what
made him well known was Bedevilled (2010), set in a
small village in an isolated island. Among the family
members who torture the heroine KIM Bok-nam
(SEO Young-hee), the most terrible is her brother-inlaw, played by BAE. He clearly proved his cinematic
capability in the film. Later, he showed his versatility.
In Monster (2014), he is a killing machine, yet clumsy
and funny. In Veteran (2015), such clumsiness even
turns into friendliness. He also fits serious characters.
Recently he has been in Office (2015), Inside Men
(2015) and No Tomorrow (2016), growing from a
supporting actor into a main one.
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SONG Joong-ki is currently in the center of the Korean wave
craze in China thanks to Descendents of the Sun , a popular
new TV drama. His filmography is not long, but his
acting ability has always shone through. His film debut
was towards the end of the 2000s, but he went through
several characterless roles. Nevertheless, in TV dramas,
he has built a good and stable career. The first film that made
news for him was Penny Pinchers (2011), which was a love story
of a job applicant in his 20s, hovering around the poverty line.
Through this film, he earned a reputation of being much more
than good looking, with his great comic acting capability. SONG
made a great leap with the next film, A Werewolf Boy (2012), a
Korean version of the western werewolf story. Here, he took the
lead, an innocent boy deeply in love with a girl. The film was a
huge box office success, and the biggest praise was designated to
SONG’s charm and popularity. Since A Werewolf Boy, he joined
the army and upon discharge, the first TV drama that he chose
was Descendents of the Sun . Now he is ready to come back to
cinema, with all eyes on him.
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Totally Unpredictable Girl

SHIM Eun-kyoung

Sunny
Masquerade
Miss Granny
Missing You

SHIM Eun-kyoung began her film career as a child actress, showing a
great performance in Hansel and Gretel (2007), a horror film, where she
was praised as surpassing other child actors and even adult actors. A
few years later, she showed a very passionate performance as a haunted
girl in Possessed (2009), another horror film. Unlike her young age, she
showed a mature and sensitive performance by expressing agony and
fear.
Reflecting her great potential, she had an outstanding impact in other
genres as well. In Sunny (2011), where she took the lead for the first
time, she played the role of an innocent, easygoing and charming
middle school girl. She vividly acts through comic and heart-rending
moments of first love, confusion in adolescence, friendship and nostalgia
between pals. In Masquerade (2012), where LEE Byung-hun took the
lead, she played the role of a court lady who meets an undeserved death
and showed deep emotional acting. Finally, in Miss Granny (2014), she
skillfully portrayed the comic situation of a grandmother in a girl’s
body. She is an enormous actress, whose limits are hard to judge.
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LEE Je-hoon is definitely among the most unique
rookies in Korean cinema today. He has very quickly
earned the reputation of combining both great acting
and box office clout just through two films: one is
Bleak Night (2011), a feature-length independent
film, and the other is Architecture 101 (2012), a
mainstream commercial movie. The character that
LEE played in Bleak Night is a rascally teenager. In
high school, he bullies his old friends from middle
school, until he ends up committing suicide, which
LEE showing off a horrifying yet sympathetic
performance. Having seen the film, director BONG
Joon-ho was greatly impressed, praising it and LEE
as “the newest discovery“ of Korean cinema.
Later on LEE did a good job with the young officer‘s
character in The Front Line (2011) set in the Korean
War, and played an innocent college kid in the 1990s
in Architecture 101 , touching upon the nostalgia
of viewers. He returns to screens with Phantom
Detective , an anti-hero action film based on a famous
traditional Korean hero.
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Bleak Night
Architecture 101
Phantom Detective

Sensitive Accent and Bodily Movement

HAN Ye-ri

As One
KUNDO: Age of the Rampant
Haemoo

HAN Ye-ri has been a star in Korean independent
cinema since at least the late 2000s, showing impressive
performances in films like One Step More to the Sea
(2009), Let the Blue River Run (2009) and Read My Lips
(2010). At that time, her advantages were threefold: first,
having majored in dancing, she boasted sensitive bodily
movements. Secondly, she was competent at performing
various accents. She played the role of an ethnic Korean
girl in China in Let the Blue River Run and a lot of
people took her for one in real life as well. Lastly, she was
great in expressing sentiments, often taking the lead in
independent melodramas.
HAN stepped up to mainstream cinema with As One
(2012) and gradually proved her cinematic ability in
movies like South Bound (2013) and KUNDO: Age of
the Rampant (2014). At last in Haemoo (2014), produced
by BONG Joon-ho, she was successful both with ever so
sensitive bodily gestures and her well-honed accent acting.
She is a very promising actress with a bright future.
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SPECIAL REPORT

Regional Film Commissions:
Gateway to
Korean Film Locations
One Stop Service from Location Casting to Post-production

Regional film commissions are among the biggest supporters of Korean
cinema, in a country where the average number of theater visits per person
was 4.5 in 2015. They are running a variety of location support programs, to
attract tourists and develop regional culture. These film commissions provide
all kinds of film-related services including renting region-specific studios
with specialized, high tech equipment, and recommending and helping with
location casting. You can apply for these filming support services at each film
commission's homepage.
by HA Jung-min
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City in Harmony with Skyscrapers and Old Palaces

Seoul Film Commission

www.seoulfc.or.kr

Seoul, the capital of Korea, is a city where two opposite features
exist in harmony, rather than in conflict. In the middle of
downtown, nestled with piles of tall buildings, are old palaces
from the Joseon Dynasty, and above and below the Han River,
Seoul exhibits distinctly different features, rendering the
city colorful and fascinating. That is why Seoul is among
The Phone (2015)
the most popular shooting locations in Korea.
Director KIM Bong-joo
Cast SON Hyun-ju,
The basic role of the Seoul Film Commission is to support
UHM Ji-won
film shooting in Seoul. No matter what the genre or media
Location Jogyesa Temple area
is, anyone planning a production can apply online for
location support, whether domestic or foreign.
Once an application is submitted, they receive support in
location approval from individual project managers. Of
particular note is that since 2007 the Seoul Film Commission
has been promoting marketing to invite foreign films to shoot
in Seoul, including Hollywood blockbusters. The Avengers: Age
of Ultron , released last year, also went through this process to
Seoul Film
Commission
shoot in Seoul. In addition, to boost film production, the Seoul
Film Commission is operating a filmmaking space where you
can work on film planning and production, as well as running
an incentive program for foreign films to boost location shooting
in Seoul.

Jogyesa Temple area
Seosomun
overpass

Cold Eyes (2013)

Director CHO Ui-seok, KIM Byeong-seo
Cast S
 UL Kyung-gu, JUNG Woo-sung
Location Seosomun overpass
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Paradise for Sets and Studios

Gyeonggi Film Commission
Assassination (2015)

www.ggfc.or.kr

Director CHOI Dong-hoon
Cast G
 ianna JUN, LEE Jung-jae,
HA Jung-woo
Location O
 pen set at the
HallyuWorld site, Goyang

Open set at the
HallyuWorld site
Gyeonggi Film
Commission

The Royal Tailor (2014)

Director LEE Won-suk ｜
Cast H
 AN Suk-kyu, KO Soo,
PARK Shin-hye, YOO Yeon-seok ｜
Location the filled ground, Hwaseong

The filled ground, Hwaseong

Gyeonggi-do Province features a whole variety of
landscapes for shooting as it consists of 31 cities and
districts, each having different features, from the
trendiest urban areas and mid-size cities to farms and
port towns.
The Gyeonggi Film Commission has diverse support
programs to vitalize the film and video industry in
Gyeonggi-do Province, including a location shooting
support program and incentive program, while also
supporting diversity films. First of all, Gyeonggi-do
Province has more than 30 sets and studios, including
the KOFIC Namyangju Studios, Paju Art Service
Center, Anseong DIMA Studio Complex and Goyang
Bitmaru Support Center for Media.
In addition, there are also private studios including the
Paju Wonbang Studio, the biggest of its kind in Korea,
Goyang Aqua Studio, specialized in special underwater
cinematography, and Pocheon Fourplaza underwater
set. The Yongin Dae Jang Geum Park and Suwon KBS
drama sets provide shooting venues for period pieces.
The crews for Gangnam Blues (2015) and The
Trecherous (2015) visited the filled ground located in
Hwaseong for shooting, and the Assassination (2015)
team built the 1930s Seosomun Street in the open
set which was the biggest of its kind in Korea at the
HallyuWorld site in Goyang.
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New World (2013)

Director PARK Hoon-jung
Cast L EE Jung-jae, CHOI Min-shik,
HWANG Jung-min
Location Incheon Port
Songnim-dong
Incheon Port

Incheon Film
Commission
Munwoogm
Intersection

Missing You (2016)

Director MO Hong-jin
Cast S
 HIM Eun-kyoung,
YOON Je-moon
Location Munwoogm Intersection

Where Tradition and Modernity Coexist

Jeonju Film Commission

www.jjfc.or.kr

Jeollabuk-do Prvince is among the most popular
film locations in Korea today. Among the
reasons for that are that Jeonju city is located
in the middle of the peninsula, thus providing
great access to all points in the region, and that
traditional and cultural assets are relatively
better preserved than in other parts of the
country.
The Jeonju Film Commission provides what is
called a “one stop service” where location scouting,
lodgment booking and the provision of extras
are all made available to facilitate filmmaking
in Jeollabuk-do Prvince. The one stop shooting
service by location managers is especially helpful
for filmmakers who are not familiar with the
city. They assist with administrative steps in
location scouting and approval, as well as location
recommendations. The Jeonju Studio Complex
run by the Jeonju Film Commission has a vast
open set space, a 17-meter high ceiling and a
water pressure control system for rainy scenes.

Jeonju Studio Complex

Jeonju Studio
Complex

Jeonju Film
Commission
Junghwasan-dong

Seodo Station

SORI: Voice from the Heart
(2016)
Director LEE Ho-jae
Cast LEE Sung-min, LEE Hui-joon
Location Junghwasan-dong, Jeonju

Dongju; The Portait of a Poet
(2016)
Director LEE Joon-ik
Cast KANG Ha-neul, PARK Jung-min
Location Seodo Station, Namwon

City of Airport and Port

Incheon Film Commission

www.ifc.or.kr

The Incheon Film Commission was established as part of the Incheon Foundation for
Arts and Culture in 2006, for developing the video and culture industry in Incheon. It has
been successful in constantly inviting several film productions, thanks to diverse locations
including urban areas like the Incheon International Airport and Songdo International
Business District, and also old traditional areas like Incheon Port, Songnim-dong and
Gaehang-jang (literally meaning “opening-port area”) street. The Incheon Film Commission
operates a “residency project” that provides Incheon-related information to filmmakers
planning for videos and films based or set in Incheon, and supports the
expense for their stays in Incheon, including research costs. They
Late Blossom (2011)
also provide administrative support through cooperation with other
Director CHOO Chang-min
institutions and location casting. The recently released Missing You ,
Cast L EE Soon-jae, YOON So-jung,
SONG Jae-ho, KIM Su-mi
a thriller by MO Hong-jin, was shot at the Munwoogm Intersection in
Location Songnim-dong
Yeonsu-gu and the Korea Coast Guard Intersection.
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Mountains, Sea, Skyscrapers and Hill Slums within One Vista

Busan Film Commission

www.bfc.or.kr

The Attorney (2013)

Director YANG Woo-suk
Cast S
 ONG Kang-ho, OH Dal-su,
KWAK Do-won, IM Si-wan
Location Busan Jungang Church

Busan Film
Commission

Busan Jungang
Church

Gukje Market
Dadaepo
Beach

The Busan Film Commission began as the first
film shooting support institution in Korea. The
Busan Film Commission’s full service support
system provides approval and administrative
support for film shooting in Busan. BFC also
operates the Busan Cinema Complex, whose
main purpose is to rent shooting equipment,
run educational film classes in and outside of
Korea, and promote international business.
Busan is often said to be the number one
shooting location in Korea. So many films are
shot in Busan and embrace the city’s culture
that the term “Busan film” has even been
coined. The advantage of the Busan area is the
complexity of the space, where the mountains,
sea, an ultra modern urban space and the
traditional slums on the hills coexist. You can
shoot the downtown skyscrapers, Marine City
in Haeundae-gu and Ibagu-gil in Dong-gu, and
the old Busan area, all within a single shot.
BFC is running an incentive program called
the Busan Scouting Support Program for
International Production, which supports in
kind a maximum 30 nights of accomodation,
for foreign feature film and drama teams.
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Ode to My Father (2014)

Director JK YOUN
Cast H
 WANG Jung-min, KIM Yun-jin,
OH Dal-su
Location Gukje Market, Dadaepo Beach

Meeting the Ultimate Gift of Nature

Jeju Film Commission
www.jejufc.or.kr

Canola (2016)
Director CHANG
Cast Y
 OUN Yuh-jung, KIM Go-eun,
KIM Hee-won, Min-ho
Location Pyeongdae-ri, Gujwa-eup
Pyeongdae-ri,
Gujwa-eup

After Love (2015)
Director EO ll-seon
Cast PARK Si-hoo, YUN Eun-hye
Location Handam Beach

Handam Beach

Jeju Film
Commission

Udo Island

Equipped with High Technology

Daejeon Film Commission

www.djfc.co.kr

With KAIST and the Daedeok Science Town
located there, post-production and set cluster
R&D are available in Daejeon. Based on this
infrastructure, the Daejeon Film Commission
runs technological support, special effects
research, and related human resources in postproduction, as well as location support and
coordination for governmental institutions.
If you apply on the homepage, you can also
use facilities like a sound editing room, HD
conversion room, high tech editing system and
HD digital cameras. Thanks to the high tech
equipment, Daejeon has been consistently popular
for commercial feature film locations. The Phone
(2015), featuring SON Hyun-ju, was shot in the
Galma Patrol Division, and The Fatal Encounter
(2014), a period drama, was shot in the landscape
near Daecheongho Lake. The scene in New World
where HWANG Jung-min confronts CHOI Minshik one on one was shot at the Daejeon World
Cup Stadium.

My Mother, The Mermaid (2004)
Director PARK Heung-sik
Cast JEON Do-yeon, KO Doo-shim,
PARK Hae-il
Location Udo Island

New World (2013)

Daejeon Film
Commission

Director PARK Hoon-jung ｜
Cast L EE Jung-jae, CHOI Min-shik,
HWANG Jung-min ｜
Location Daejeon World Cup Stadium

Daejeon World
Cup Stadium
Daecheongho Lake

The Fatal Encounter (2014)
Director LEE Jae-kyoo
Cast H
 yun-bin, JUNG Jae-young,
JO Jung-suk, HAN Ji-min
Location Daecheongho Lake

The Jeju Film Commission is operating a video media center for media
education and a scenario market for educating writers, as well as running
a location support business to invite films to Jeju locations. The location
support business divides into a production cost support program and
a preproduction residence support program. The cost support program
reviews individual film items to estimate the cost for production support.
The preproduction residence support program supports the expense of stays
for the director, writer and producer during the planning stage, while they
stay in Jeju.
The biggest attraction of Jeju as a film location is the natural beauty of
this volcanic island. The island is so beautiful that it is like an open set
for shooting. Probably due to the exotic ambience of the landscape, many
Jeju-set films are Chinese. Chinese movies Meijihua (2015) and Honey
Enemy (2015), and a Korean-Chinese co-production After Love (2015),
were shot in Jeju.
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NEW FILMS

11 Films,
11 Colors

The Must-See KoreaN Films Expecting the Second Half of 2016

The Tunnel
DIRECTOR KIM Seong-hun CAST HA Jung-woo, BAE Doo-na, OH Dal-su
RELEASE DATE 2016 CONTACT Showbox Tel +82 2 3218 5640 Fax +82 2 3444 6688
Email sales@showbox.co.kr

Disaster films haven’t been seen in Korea since the triptych
of Deranged , The Tower and The Flu , which were released
between the summers of 2012-13. But this year it looks like
we’ll be treated to two, the disaster thriller Pandora and rescue
drama Tunnel . The biggest film on Showbox’s slate for 2016,
The Tunnel unites KIM Seong-hun, the director of the runaway
hit thriller A Hard Day (2014), which bowed to rave reviews at
the Cannes Film Festival in 2014, with popular stars HA Jungwoo and BAE Doo-na.
HA appears as a man who becomes trapped when a tunnel
collapses over him due to poor construction. BAE plays the
man’s wife who coordinates with rescue teams to free him
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from the caved in structure. While that brief synopsis doesn’t
offer much beyond its rescue drama label, the film, which is
based on a 2013 novel by SO Jae-won, is expected to explore
the greater repercussions of the accident, namely the causes
behind it, echoing the tragic Sampoong Department Store and
Seongsu Bridge collapses in the mid-1990s.
Last seen in summer smash Assassination (2015), HA will
first be seen PARK Chan-wook’s The Handmaiden , which is
invited to the Canne’s Competition section, and next appear
in two-part fantasy film With God (W/T). Meanwhile, BAE
hasn’t been in a commercial Korean film since 2012’s As
One , opting to take part in US projects by the Wachowskis,
including Cloud Atlas , Jupiter Ascending and the currently
filming second season of Netflix show Sense8 , and the indie
Korean project A Girl at My Door (2014) instead.
by Pierce Conran

The King
DIRECTOR HAN Jae-rim
CAST JUNG Woo-sung, ZO In-sung
RELEASE DATE Second half of 2016
CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9343 Fax +82 2 3490 9301
Email dannylee@its-new.co.kr, leejun2111@gmail.com

The King is a crime-action movie about
the powerful men in the top 1% and a
man who wants to be the king of the
world.
The film has drawn expectation for
its two handsome stars, JUNG Woosung and ZO In-sung. ZO, appearing
in a film for the first time in eight
years after A Frozen Flower (2008),
will play PARK Tae-su, a man who
craves power, while JUNG is playing
his senior HAN Gang-sik, a man with
actual power. Besides, the film features

The Last Princess
DIRECTOR HUR Jin-ho CAST SON Ye-jin, PARK Hae-il, YOON Je-moon, LA Mi-ran
RELEASE DATE Second half of 2016 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 3470 3523 Fax +82 2 3470 3549 Email geewon@lotte.net

HUR Jin-ho, the director of Christmas in August
(1998) and One Fine Spring Day (2001), is
releasing a new project for the first time since the
Korea-China co-production Dangerous Liaisons
(2012). The Last Princess is a Colonial Era drama
based on the bestselling novel Princess Deokhye by
GWON Bi-young.
Princess Deokhye was born as the youngest
daughter of the Joseon Dynasty Emperor Gojong,
but was taken hostage by Japan when she was
young. She lived through hardships by being
forced into marriage and imprisoned in a mental
hospital. The film is about Princess Deokhye (SON
Ye-jin) and the independence fighter KIM Janghan (PARK Hae-il) whose mission is to free the
princess and return her to the peninsula. It tells a

RYU Jun-yeol, the rising star of TV
Series Reply 1988 , and BAE Sungwoo who has demonstrated his strong
presence, particularly in thrillers.
The King is directed by HAN Jae-rim,
who made his debut with the sexualromantic comedy Rules of Dating (2005).
Then he made The Show Must Go on
(2007) about a father’s pain in his life as
a minor gangster and the period drama
The Face Reader (2013) which mixed
historical facts with fiction. While these
films differ in genres and styles, they
all reached both commercial and critical
success. The King will be distributed by
Contents Panda, which recently caused
a great sensation with its TV series
Descendents of the Sun throughout
Asia.
by HA Jung-min | photographed by SON Hong-joo

tragic history of Korea from the 1930s to 1960s.
SON Ye-jin and PARK Hae-il are both top actors in Korea. Worth
noting is SON appearing in a HUR’s movie of again 11 years after the
melodrama April Snow (2005) with BAE Yong-joon. In addition, the
film has many brilliant actors such as YOON Je-moon, LA Mi-ran, AN
Nae-sang and BAEK Yoon-sik.
by SONG Soon-jin
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The Age of Shadows
DIRECTOR KIM Jee-woon CAST SONG Kang-ho, GONG Yoo
RELEASE DATE 2016 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

One of the most anticipated films of this summer,
The Age of Shadows marks a return to Korean soil
for director KIM Jee-woon, after helming the Arnold
Schwarzenegger vehicle The Last Stand (2013), as
well as the local production debut of US major Warner
Brothers.
Leading the cast is SONG Kang-ho, the veteran
star who last graced screens as a monarch in The
Throne (2015). Featuring with SONG in the film is
GONG Yoo, who will also be seen this summer in
the cannes-invited zombie thriller Train to Busan.
KIM, who is considered one of Korea’s top directors,
with modern classics such as A Tale of Two Sisters
(2003) and A Bittersweet Life (2005), hasn’t been
on home soil since 2010’s I Saw the Devil . The last
time KIM made a period film, he also teamed up
with SONG and shot in China, for the Koreanized
western The Good, the Bad and the Weird (2008).

RV: Resurrected Victims
DIRECTOR KWAK Kyung-taek
CAST KIM Rae-won, KIM Hae-sook, SUNG Dong-il
RELEASE DATE 2016 CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5640 Fax +82 2 3444 6688 Email sales@showbox.co.kr

Warner Bros., which is currently in production on its second
Korean film Single Rider (W/T), with LEE Byung-hun and
KONG Hyo-jin, comes in the middle of a wave of major
American companies looking to make inroads into the Korean
market through local film production.
by Pierce Conran

One of Korea’s most long-standing commercial filmmakers, KWAK
Kyung-taek returns just a year after kidnap drama-thriller The
Classified File with supernatural thriller RV: Resurrected Victims .
Along for the ride are KIM Rae-won and KIM Hae-sook.
The film is focused on so-called RVs (resurrected victims) who return
to the living world to avenge their deaths by going after the killers
who escaped the clutches of the law. The narrative here features a man
who witnessed his mother die before his eyes during a botched robbery.
Seven years later, she appears in front him, looking as she once did, and
tries to murder him.
Though a star in the mid-2000s, KIM Rae-won was largely absent from
the silver screen until YOO Ha’s gangster thriller Gangnam Blues last
year. He is currently preparing the thriller The Prison with HAN Sukkyu. Veteran character actress KIM Hae-sook has appeared in wide
variety of films, including The Thieves (2012).
KWAK is most famous for his youth-gangster drama Friend (2001),
which spawned the sequel Friend: The Great Legacy in 2013 (also by
KWAK) and has consistently been able to make films since the late
1990s.
by Pierce Conran
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Operation Chromite
DIRECTOR John H. LEE CAST LEE Jung-jae, LEE Beom-su, Liam Neeson
RELEASE DATE July, 2016 CONTACT China-Vietnam-Indonesia-Thailand-the
Philippines-Mongolia CJ Entertainment, other territories Finecut
Tel +82 2 371 6171 (CJ), +82 2 569 8777 (Finecut) Fax +82 2 371 6340 (CJ), +82 2 569
6662 (Finecut) Email yoonhee.choi@cj.net (CJ), cineinfo@finecut.co.kr (Finecut)

Already confirmed as one of the major local releases for
this year’s lucrative high summer season, Operation
Chromite is the second Korean War film in a row for
director John H. LEE, after 71-Into the Fire (2010),
and has the distinction of featuring global star Liam
Neeson in a co-starring role as none other than General
Douglas MacArthur, who traveled to the peninsula to
shoot his scenes earlier this year.
is LEE Jung-jae, who has appeared in a string of smash hits, including
The film follows the exploits of a band of eight soldiers
The Thieves (2012), New World (2013) and Assassination (2015). Prior
tasked by General MacArthur to clear the way for the
to his Korean War films, Director LEE is most well-known for making
Incheon Landing Operation, which would prove to be
the classic romantic drama A Moment to Remember (2004). The film
a major turning point in the war. Operation Chromite
is another name for the Battle of Incheon, which
is distributed by CJ Entertainment in China, Vietnam, Indonesia,
stretched over four days and culminated in the United
Thailand, the Philippines and Mongolia. Finecut is handling other
Nations reclaiming control of Seoul, the capital.
foreign territory rights. Following completion of a four month shoot in
Playing the leader of the small group of Korean soldiers March, the film is aiming to be released in July. 
by Pierce Conran

The Tooth and the Nail
DIRECTOR JUNG Sik CAST KO Soo, KIM Joo-hyuk
RELEASE DATE Summer, 2016
CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429
Email sales@mline-distribution.com

The Tooth and the Nail is based on
a Bill S. Ballinger’s detective novel
published in the US in 1955. The film
reframes the novel’s revenge tale of
a magician who lost his wife into the
liberation period of Korea. Seok-jin is
seeking the truth behind his fiancee’s
suspicious death. As he gets closer to it,
mysterious things happen to him.
The film is directed by JUNG Sik who
made his feature debut with Epitaph
(2007). Co-directed with his cousin
JUNG Bum-shik, Epitaph earned

the favor of critics and moviegoers
with its gruesome and refined horror.
JUNG tasted historical drama through
Epitaph , which was set during the
Japanese Colonial era, and shows
noteworthy mise-en-scene again in his
new film The Tooth and the Nail .
KO Soo plays Seok-jin who wants to get
to the bottom of his fiancee’s death. He
previously presented deeply absorbing
performances in White Night (2009),
The Front Line (2011) and The Royal
Tailor (2014). KIM Joo-hyuk, who
delivered fine acting in My Wife Got
Married (2008) and The Beauty Inside
(2015), plays a mysterious man whose
past is in the shadows. Beside them,
rookie IM Hwa-yeong takes the role
of the mysterious woman who is also
Seok-jin’s fiancee. 
by HA Jung-min
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Horror Stories III
DIRECTOR MIN Kyu-dong, KIM Gok, KIM Sun, BAEK Seung-bin
CAST LIM Seul-ong, KYONG Soo-jin, PARK Jung-min, HONG Eun-hee
RELEASE DATE June 4, 2016 CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429 Email sales@mline-distribution.com

The scare-filled omnibus Horror Stories is returning
to theaters this summer for a third helping. Back on
board as the director of the linking segments that
surround the other shorts is MIN Kyu-dong, who has
done the same for both previous installments. MIN
most recently directed the erotic period thriller The
Treacherous (2015). Horror filmmaking duo KIM Gok
and KIM Sun are also back, after participating in the
initial anthology, which premiered as the opening film
of the Bucheon International Fantastic Film Festival
in 2012.
In this new installment, a girl makes a near escape
from the Space War and arrives at a station where
she hopes to catch a ride into Saturn’s orbit. However,
the place is already occupied by someone else. When
her life is threatened, she claims that she is also a

Detour
DIRECTOR CHAE Doo-byung
CAST SHIN Ha-kyun, PARK Hee-soon, OH Man-seok
RELEASE DATE 2016 CONTACT 9ers Entertainment
Tel +82 70 4490 4072 Fax +82 2 797 7279 Email teferet@niners.co.kr

victim of Earth and recounts tales about her species. In the first episode,
a human-eating fox mimics a human to haunt village people. The second
episode features a truck driver consumed by a mysterious anger who
becomes embroiled in a crazy road chase. The finale episode focuses on an
old model of a baby-sitting robot that becomes obsessed with its ward. 
by Pierce Conran

SHIN Ha-kyun, star of Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance (2002) and Save
the Green Planet (2003), will soon return to screens in the road comedy
Detour. The film, which is the feature debut of director CHAE Doo-byung,
co-stars PARK Hee-soon and OH Man-seok.
The plot follows three college friends on the verge of turning 40. The
trio goes on a short getaway, taking a detour from a funeral they need
to attend on Jeju Island. They wind up at a guest house, where they are
met with clear blue water, the sea breeze, and attractive young girls,
beckoning the gang back to the heyday of their youth.
This road comedy of middle-aged men falling into a rut brings to mind a
number of similar recent narratives, including Hollywood’s hit franchise
The Hangover and last year’s local offering Three Summer Night from
KIM Sang-jin.
What makes Detour stand out is its top cast of veteran stars. SHIN Hakyun appeared in Empire of Lust last year but has of late been more
active in television, PARK Hee-soon, star of Antarctic Journal (2005) and
Hansel and Gretel (2007), hasn’t been seen since 2013’s action-thriller The
Suspect . Meanwhile, OH Man-seok appeared earlier this year in actioncomedy Chasing.
by Pierce Conran
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FESTIVAL

Top Destinations for
Global Korean Film Fans
Korean Film Festivals in the UK, France, Italy, Down Under and Beyond

With its growing popularity and global
advances in online distribution, it’s
easier than ever to find Korean films
these days, yet for many the best avenue
to discover them remains film festivals.
International film festivals or more
specialized events, such as Asian film
festivals, generally have a couple of
Korean films on the program, but for
those with a bigger craving to fill, their
best bet is often to head to one of the
many Korean film festivals that take
place around the world.
Korean Cultural Centers, which are
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supported by Korea’s Ministry of
Culture, Sports and Tourism, have
sprung up all around the world and the
majority of them stage some kind of
Korean film event, though they are not
involved with all of the world’s Koreaspecific film events. Korean film festivals
are staged every year around the world,
in places such as Singapore, Indonesia,
Hungary, Nigeria, Poland, Nepal and
the United Arab Emirate. Yet among
the dozens of events that take place, a
quartet of long-standing Korean film
festivals tower over the rest of the field,

which are the London Korean Film
Festival (LKFF), the Paris Korean Film
Festival (FFCP), the Florence Korea
Film Fest and the Korean Film Festival
in Australia (KOFFIA).
Unlike the local box office charts in
Korea, which gravitate towards the
country’s big-budget and star-driven
tentpoles and the world’s international
film festivals, which tend to favor the
country’s socially-driven or arthouse
fare, Korean film festivals normally offer
the broadest and most representative
picture of the breadth of the Korean
film industry. The biggest hits of the
day screen alongside festival awardwinners and any number of overlooked
commercial titles and smaller
independent titles that often have never
screened outside of Korea. What’s more,
the programs of all these events offer
great variation, reflecting local tastes,
but also the wide scope of the industry’s
output.

London Korean Film Fest
Putting on its 10th anniversary edition
last year, the London Korean Film
Festival (LKFF), which is put on by the
Korean Cultural Centre UK (KCCUK),
has grown by leaps and bounds, and
compared to other events, presents
the most comprehensive year-round
program, with dozens of screenings and

events that occur at any given time on
the annual calendar.
The 10th edition of LKFF, which
unspooled over November 2nd to 14th,
featured 51 features and shorts from
the peninsula, demonstrating that it’s
come a long way from its inaugural
edition in 2006, which featured just
11 titles. Bookending the event were
JK YOUN’s blockbuster melodrama
Ode to My Father (2014) and ZHANG
Lu’s arthouse film Love and…
(2015), which screened as a European
premiere.
Last year’s event for the first time
introduced new strands on Emerging
Directors and Documentaries, and
featured an Audience’s Choice lineup,
which included the three most popular
films among the opening and closing
titles of the previous nine editions.
Among them was KIM Jee-woon’s
The Good, the Bad and the Weird
(2008), LEE Jeong-beom’s The Man
from Nowhere (2010) and CHOI Donghoon’s The Thieves (2012). The festival
also put on retrospectives for red-hot
star HWANG Jung-min (Ode to My
Father ; Veteran , 2015) and film studio
CJ Entertainment, which last year
celebrated its 20-year anniversary.

Regarding plans for this year, festival
producer CHO Hyun-jin related that
“Having completed our 10th edition
last year, the festival is now in its
second decade and so we are seeing it
mature into a much anticipated event
in London’s cultural calendar. As part
of this process we aim to extend the
festival in three areas: its geographical
boundary, temporal limit and the ways
in which we can showcase Korean
films. First, from this year, the festival
will resume and expand its touring
program, going beyond London and
touring to a number of key cultural
cities in the UK such as Glasgow,
Manchester and Sheffield. Secondly, we
have started a new program entitled
‘LKFF 2016: Teaser Screening’. This
exciting program began in April 2016.
Rather than focusing only on the twoweek period in November we wanted
to present Korean films at prestigious
cinemas in London throughout the
year. Finally, the festival aims to play a
role in the connection between Korean
cinema and UK-based distributors/
exhibition sectors and film subscription
providers. The ultimate goal of this
approach is sustainability; the impact
of Korean cinema in the UK will be
much greater when there is a platform
where Korean films can be properly
distributed by local film distributors
rather than showcased once during an
annual festival.”

Paris Korean Film Festival
The Paris Korean Film Festival (FFCP)
also staged its tenth edition last year,
which took place over October 27th to
November 3rd. Opening and closing
the event were HONG Sang-soo’s
17th film Right Now, Wrong Then ,
which won the Golden Leopard at the
Locarno International Film Festival

last August, and RYOO Seung-wan’s
popular action title Veteran .
Where the FFCP differs from other
Korean film events is in its stronger
focus on independent fare from
new filmmakers, and its multiple
screenings of little-known and hard
to find Korean cinema classics. Every
year, the festival highlights a new
filmmaker for their Portrait section,
typically picking filmmakers with only
one or two features, and coupling those
with prior short films. Last year, the
subject of the program was KIM Daehwan, whose debut film End of Winter
earned the New Currents prize at the
Busan International Film Festival in
2014. Previous highlighted filmmakers
include KIM Kyung-mook (Stateless
Things , 2012), SHIN Su-won (Pluto ,
2013) and LEE Su-jin (HAN Gong-ju ,
2014).
For their classics section last year, the
festival focused on musical comedies,
introducing a number of seldom
screened titles to a curious audience,
including Father & Sons (1969), The
Last Dance with Her (1988) and
Affliction of Man (1995), an early
film from director LEE Myung-se. In
addition, the festival staged a program
on Korean romantic comedies, which
included JANG Jin’s Someone Special
(2004) to LEE Kwon’s My Ordinary
Love Story (2014).
According to festival director YOO
Dong-suk, one of the new features
put in place last year was a Korean
Short Film Post-production Funding
program. Asked about the festival’s role
in promoting Korean film in the region,
he told us: “If there is one thing I can
point out, it's the fact that in France,
the number of Korean films distributed
has been declining. Last year, only
three Korean films were shown in
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theaters in France. It was the worst
year since 2001. In consequence, our
festival is becoming more crucial for
the fans of Korean films here. There is
the demand, and it's not well satisfied.”
Outside of the festival, the FFCP also
stages monthly Korean film screenings
of notable contemporary Korean films.
Screenings this spring include NA
Hong-jin’s The Yellow Sea (2010) and
PARK Chan-wook’s Old Boy (2003),
incidentally just a few days before his
new film The Handmaiden premieres
down in the south of France at the
Cannes Film Festival.

Florence Korea Film Fest
The Florence Korea Film Fest, the
longest-running exclusive Korean film
event in the world, also known as the
Festival of Korean Cinema in Italy,
which was started by the TAEGUKGI–

Toscana Korea Association and is
supported by the Korean Film Council
and the Korean Film Archive among
others, staged its 14th edition this
March, which featured some 29

features, 8 shorts and a flurry of major
guests. Over the course of those 14
years, the festival has presented a
staggering 375 films.
This year’s event was bookended by
OH Seung-uk’s The Shameless , the
JEON Do-yeon romantic-thriller
which initially screened in the Cannes
Film Festival’s Un Certain Regard
lineup last year, and LEE Joon-ik’s hit
period drama The Throne (2015), with
SONG Kang-ho and YOO Ah-in. The
festival gave its Best Film prizes in the
Horizons and Independent sections to
SHIN Su-won’s Madonna (2015) and
PARK Suk-young’s Steel Flower (2016),
respectively. Madonna also clinched the
Audience Award, while a second place
Audience Award went to HONG Wonchan’s Office (2015). The Independent
jury also reserved a special mention
for HONG Sang-soo’s Right Now,
Wrong Then. SHIN previously won the
independent award with her prior film
Pluto in 2013.
Among the features and shorts
screened in Florence in March was a

complete retrospective on the work of
action filmmaker RYOO Seung-wan,
starting from his debut Die Bad (2000),
which recently screened in a digitally
restored version as the closing film of
the Jeonju International Film Festival,
and going all the way to last year’s hit
action-thriller Veteran , which became
the third most successful Korean film
of all time.
Each year, the festival stages at
least one retrospective for a Korean
filmmaker or actor, such as PARK
Chan-wook or SONG Kang-ho,
and, in recent years, staged genrefocused retrospectives as well, such
as ‘K-Horror’, ‘K-Thriller’, ‘K-Comedy’
and ‘K-Eros’. Helping to fill out its
program every year are the festival’s
strong ties to the main film events in
Korea, including the Busan, Jeonju and
Bucheon International Film Festivals
and the Asiana International Short
Film Festival.
Where Florence has excelled over the
years is in its ability to invite a number
of high profile guests. This year, the
festival welcomed directors RYOO
Seung-wan, OH Seung-uk , LEE Joonik, KIM Hyun-seok (C'est Si Bon ,
2015), SHIN Su-won and HONG Wonchan and previous stars to visit include
JEON Do-yeon.

Korean Film Festival in Australia

Korean film fans queuing in Paris
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With just six editions under its belt,
the Korean Film Festival in Australia
(KOFFIA) may be the youngest of the
major global Korean film events, but
after starting in Sydney it quickly
expanded to cover all of Australia. Last
year, the festival hit six cities (Sydney,
Brisbane, Melbourne, Canberra, Perth
and Adelaide), its most to date, and
presented a diverse program featuring

Korean Film Festivals in North
America

20 films, some of which featured the
participation of major directors and
producers. The opening film was KIM
Sung-ho’s family film How to Steal a
Dog (2014), based on a novel of the same
name by Barbara O’Connor, and closing
out the festivities was SHIN Su-won’s
indie hit Madonna , which bowed in the
Un Certain Regard lineup of the Cannes
Film Festival a few months earlier.
Artistic Director David PARK shared
some thoughts with us about how the
festival has been successful in promoting
Korean film in Australia: “We're very
proud of the role that we've played
in introducing Korean cinema to the
masses in Australia. Since opening our
first festival in Sydney, we responded
quickly to the growing demand in the
other cities and within five years ran
the festival successfully in six major
Australian cities. What was considered a
'niche audience bracket' before KOFFIA
entered the scene has now seen itself
expand into a growing market with
independent distributors bringing in
Korean films to screen in major cinema
outlets.”
Furthermore, PARK gave us an idea
about what direction the festival is
heading in this year: “Although we see
the recent increase in Korean films

being imported into Australia as a great
indicator of the recognition of Korean
film, as an annual festival, we need to
now go back to the drawing board and
assess the programming and delivery
of KOFFIA. I think it's definitely given
us leeway in now being able to focus a
lot more on art-house/indie films that
deserve the spotlight and our answer
to stay relevant as a festival lies in
KOFFIA's ability to incorporate diverse
aspects of Korean culture to become
an event that instates the festival to be
more than a collection of screenings. One
interesting project that we will attempt
in 2016 is by presenting what we believe
will be a new cinematic experience as we
will program Crossroads of Youth (1934),
the oldest preserved black and white
film from Korea. The silent film was
recently given a theatrical treatment by
director KIM Tae-yong who transformed
the viewing experience into a live
musical with actors, live band and
narrator who perform simultaneously
with the projection of the film! On top
of this, attendees can look forward to
more guests, Q&As, special screenings,
in-screening skits (pop-up acts) and
cultural activities that will heighten
their experience of Korean film and
culture.”

Though not quite as visible as the
aforementioned quartet, three cities
in North America also stage very wellattended Korean film events. These are
the Korean Film Festival DC, the New
York Korean Film Festival, and the
Toronto Korean Film Festival.
Held at the Freer and Sackler Galleries of
the Smithsonian Institute in Washington
D.C., the Korean Film Festival DC is
about to stage its 11th edition, with
screenings to take place throughout
late May and June. In addition to heavy
hitters like Veteran and The Throne , the
festival will also make space for small
indie films such as The Battle of Gwangju
and O Muel’s Eyelids , both of which
debuted in the Busan International Film
Festival last year but have yet to screen
outside of Korea. Last year, Korean Film
Festival DC welcomed director JANG
Jin for a short retrospective.
Presented by The Korea Society and
Subway Cinema (which also runs the
New York Asian Film Festival), with
support from the Korea Foundation, the
New York Korean Film Festival has
scaled down the size of its lineup yet
remains one of the oldest Korean film
events, celebrating its 13th edition last
November. Last year’s titles included
three of the four Korean films that were
invited to Cannes, Madonna , Office and
The Shameless .
One of the younger events on the
calendar, the Toronto Korean Film
Festival will stage its fifth edition this
May. In addition to the 20 features that
it has screened over the previous four
years, TKFF stages a signature shorts
competition. For this year’s edition the
festival welcomed over 200 submissions.
by Pierce Conran
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ONLINE SCREENING

The Latest Movies You Can find on
KOFICS’ Online screening Service
The KoBiz Online Screening service (screening.koreanfilm.or.kr) run by KOFIC is the easiest way for
global professionals to view Korean films. It provides several hundred titles ranging from commercial
to independent cinema, consistently adding the latest movies. Therefore Korean Cinema Today
recommends you the hottest movies from 2015 and 2016. You can see the present of Korean cinema
through these films in various genres
by KIM Hyun-jeong, Pierce Conran

*KOBIZ Online Screening service is available for sign up at any time, for film festival programmers, buyers and press.

The Priests
2015 DIRECTOR JANG Jae-hyun CAST KIM Yun-seok, GANG
Dong-won, PARK So-dam RUNNING TIME 108 min
CONTACT United Pictures, up@upictures.co.kr

Karaoke Crazies
2016 DIRECTOR KIM Sang-chan CAST LEE Mun-sik, BAE Soeun, KIM Na-mi RUNNING TIME 106 min
CONTACT 9ers Entertainment, debpark@niners.co.kr
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The Priests , an occult movie which is a rare genre in the Korean film industry,
became a sensation last year. Two priests from the Vatican come to Korea to
chase an evil spirit but suffer a car accident. The escaped demon enters the
body of a girl (PARK So-dam). Father KIM (KIM Yun-seok) performs exorcism
despite doubts among Catholics, but he is driven into a corner when the girl falls
into a comma. A last chance is given to him. Father KIM is accompanied by the
troublemaking Deacon CHOI (GANG Dong-won) and has a final confrontation
with the demon.
Director JANG Jae-hyun, who made his debut with the film, remade and
expanded his short 12th Assistant Deacon (2014) into this feature length project.
Exquisitely reproduced exorcism rituals stemming from many references stand
out, and the exorcism that combines Korean shamanism and cynical but effective
humor enrich the film.

A decade after the CHA Tae-hyun comedy vehicle Highway Star (2007), director
KIM Sang-chan returns with an altogether different kind of film with the genre
hybrid chamber piece Karaoke Crazies , part comedy, horror, psychological thriller
and family drama.
Veteran actor LEE Mun-sik, in his first film role since 2012’s high concept
comedy Miss Conspirator , plays the owner of an out-of-the-way and almost outof-business Karaoke bar. To spur much-needed revenue, he hires an odd singing
helper, who always wears a green tracksuit and spends her off time playing
video games. Clients don’t immediately warm to her, but suddenly business picks
up and she becomes a mysterious draw. The owner then hires another, more
experienced helper, in the process creating an unconventional family. But they
all need to watch out for one another when a serial killer has been spotted in the
region.

Unforgettable

My New Sassy Girl

2016 DIRECTOR MO Hong-jin CAST SHIM Eun-kyoung,
YOON Je-moon RUNNING TIME 108 min
CONTACT Contents Panda, sales@its-new.co.kr

2016 DIRECTOR LEE Eun-hui CAST DOH Kyung-soo, KIM Sohyun, LEE Da-wit, JOO Da-young RUNNING TIME 113 min
CONTACT Little Big Pictures, jamies@little-big.co.kr

2016 DIRECTOR JOH Keun-shik CAST CHA Tae-hyun, Victoria,
BAE Sung-woo RUNNING TIME 99 min CONTACT Mirovision
Inc., jason@mirovision.com

Billed as SHIM Eun-kyoung’s thriller
debut as a lead actress, Missing You is a
dark new revenge tale from MO Hongjin, marking his feature debut following
writing duties on the 2007 thriller Our
Town . Trying on a different character
after her roles in Sunny (2011) and Miss
Granny (2014), SHIM explores her dark
side in MO’s stylish addition to Korea’s
well-mined revenge thriller genre.
SHIM plays Hee-ju, a young woman
who lost her father, a detective, to a
serial killer when she was a young
girl. After 15 years in jail the killer is
released but is watched closely by Daeyoung, the former partner of Hee-ju’s
father. When new bodies start to fall, it
doesn’t take long for suspicion to land
on the former convict, but things aren’t
as simple as they seem.

Radio DJ Hyung-joon receives a letter
delivered during a live broadcast from
Su-ok, his first love from 23 years in
the past. The letter stirs memories from
his teenage years. In the summer of his
seventeenth year, when he was called
Bum-sil (DOH Kyung-soo), he and three
of his friends gathered at their island
hometown. Su-ok (KIM So-hyun) with
her leg handicapped has been waiting
for them. However, tiny lies and doubts
sow seeds of discord, and the glorious
summer begins to be stained. The young
actors shine in Unforgettable . DOH
Kyung-soo (a.k.a D.O.) of K-pop group
EXO, TV series The Moon Embracing
the Sun ’s child actress star KIM So-hyun
and indie film Pluto ’s (2013) remarkable
rookie LEE Da-wit depict memories of a
time that will never return.

My Sassy Girl (2001) was an enormous
success in Korea, turning Gianna JUN
into a top Asian star. Its sequel returns
after fifteen years. Victoria, a member
of the K-pop group f(x), takes on Gianna
JUN’s mantle, while CHA Tae-hyun
remains as his character Gyeon-woo.
After his destined love left, Gyeon-woo
suffers from triple distress: no money,
no lover and no job. A new girl (Victoria),
who was his childhood sweetheart
but left for China, comes into Gyeonwoo’s life. She comes to Korea solely to
marry him. My New Sassy Girl was
directed by JOH Keun-shik, who made
the fresh and energetic comedy Conduct
Zero (2002). In his new film, he depicts
a marriage between a wild but lovely
woman and a timid man with a cheerful
tone.

Spirits’ Homecoming

2016 DIRECTOR CHO Jung-rae CAST SON Sook, KANG Ha-na, CHOI Ri RUNNING TIME 127 min CONTACT M-Line Distribution,
sales@mline-distribution.com

Missing You

Fourteen-year-old girl Jung-min (KANG Ha-na) is forcefully taken by Japanese
soldiers to an unfamiliar place during World WarⅡin 1943. She is forced to serve
as a sex slave for Japanese troops with a bunch of her peers. In 1991, after half a
century, Eun-kyung (CHOI Ri), who goes half-insane due to sexual violence, stays as
an adopted daughter of a shaman. When she sees nightmares of past comfort women,
she tries to console them and bring back their souls home through a ritual.
Director CHO Jung-rae completed the Spirits’ Homecoming’s scenario based on
the surviving victims’ testimonies. The film depicts the agony of 200,000 girls who
were sexually abused by Japanese militarism and recorded a kind of miracle at the
diversity box office when it accumulated two million viewers in only 10 days.
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YOUN Yuh-jung

Actress of Instincts

ACTOR/ACTRESS

YOUN Yuh-jung was once famous for
choosing love at the expense of her acting
career. Born in 1947, her first heyday
came in the early 1970s, when she was in
her early 20s. She made her acting debut
in TV dramas in the late 60s where she
attracted a lot of attention, and soon
moved onto the screen, becoming the
heroine of the most popular movies of
that time. Among the films where she
took the lead were Woman of Fire (1971)
and Insect Woman (1972). However, in
1975, when she was on the top of her
career, she suddenly left the screen.
She fell in love with a man, and moved
to America after they got married. The
man she married was JO Young-nam,
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a popular singer representing Korean
folk rock at that time. She spent 10
years as a wife and mother, leaving her
acting career behind. However when
they divorced in 1985, she resumed her
acting career from the very bottom, as if
her glorious past did not even exist. After
a couple of decades, into her senior life,
YOUN finally meets her second prime
time as an actress.

Her first prime time
In the 1970s YOUN represented the
femme fatale image. It was director KIM
Ki-young who invited her to film in the
first place. KIM’s works are famous for
their destructive, dark and grotesque

approaches. The most famous of which is
so called The Housemaid series. YOUN
took the lead roles in two pivotal works
of the series: Woman of Fire and Insect
Woman . In both films, she played a fatal
and alluring mistress who seduces a
rich man and destroys his family, as
well as herself, which earned her a great
reputation as an actress.

Her second prime time
The ones who recognized senior YOUN
were major Korean cinema directors
including HONG Sang-soo and IM Sangsoo. Since Hahaha (2010), every mother
role in HONG’s films has gone to YOUN.
HONG depicts a mother that is not
cliched. Besides, IM turns YOUN into a
self-reflexive or satirical character as in
The Housemaid (2010) and The Taste of
Money (2012). YOUN has now become
an indispensable persona in HONG and
IM’s works.
YOUN once confessed: “I hate it when
actors discuss logic. Acting is to be done
through feelings and sentiments. Ones
that I hate the most are those who argue
with the director at 3 o’clock in the
morning during shooting, for things like
whether you should collapse to the left or
to the right, to get the right sentiment.
But it doesn’t really matter which side,
you just collapse, all the same. I get so
mad when I see young actors like that,
that I almost feel like beating them up.
It is something that should have been
discussed before coming for shooting.
Once you are on set, you are to follow the
director’s direction.”
Maybe the reason for all directors
from different times and with different
perspectives to acknowledge YOUN as a
great actress lies in her acting instincts
and her deep faith in directors.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by SON Hong-joo

